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1. Chapter I       Introduction 
1.1 The plant cuticle – a chemically and structurally complex ‘limiting skin’ 
One of the main adaptations of terrestrial plants to their environment is the formation of a 
cuticle, a lipophilic structure on the outer surface of epidermal cells. Due to its specific 
physicochemical properties, the cuticle provides plant’s integrity and survival. A mechanical 
barrier is delivered by cutin, a polyester-type biopolymer, which forms the main structural 
skeleton. Control of non-stomatal water loss as well as flow and exchange of mainly 
lipophilic molecules, including various secondary metabolites between the environment and 
the plant is significantly improved by the presence of highly non-polar compounds, the 
cuticular waxes. Chemical composition, structure, and thickness of cuticular wax layer 
depends on diverse factors such as plant species, plant organ and its ontogenetic stage. It may 
also vary with the changes of environmental conditions such as humidity, light intensity, and 
temperature (Hauke and Schreiber, 1998; Kunst and Samuels, 2003; Schreiber, 2001). It is 
widely accepted that plant waxes represent a heterogeneous mixture of very long-chain 
aliphatic compounds, including alkanes, alkylesters, fatty acids, alcohols, aldehydes, and 
ketones with carbon chain lengths ranging from C20 to C60 (Kolattukudy, 1996; Post-
Beittenmiller, 1996).  
1.2 Major functions of plant cuticle 
The plant cuticle is a multifunctional interface between the plants and their environment. As 
a consequence of its structural arrangement and chemical composition, the cuticle plays a 
primary role as a diffusion barrier on the different levels. Next to the stomata, the cuticle 
allows to control water transpiration, which determines survival of all terrestrial plants. It 
also impedes the transport of polar and lipophilic organic substances from the apoplastic 
solution to the environment as well as their uptake from the outside (Schreiber, 2005; 2006) 
Furthermore, this structure limits the loss and uptake of gasses and vapors, for instance 
carbon dioxide, oxygen, but also organic volatile compounds like terpenes (Kerstiens, 1996). 
When the cuticle remains impermeable to a variety of volatiles, the plant is capable to 
regulate diffusion of those compounds through opening or closing the stomata. This in turn 
plays a crucial role in chemical communication with the environment that is largely 
dependent on the release and perception of chemical information through specific blends of 
volatile cues (Mithöfer and Boland, 2012).  
The leaf surface is also involved in one of the most critical processes for maintaining life on 
Earth, namely photosynthesis. As a main mechanical barrier, it protects plants from excessive 
light in the visible (VIS) as well as in the unltraviolet (UV) range, which would exert a 
destructive impact on the complex photosynthetic system of pigments and proteins as well as 
on other cell constituents (Koch et al., 2010; Krauss et al., 1997; Müller and Riederer, 2005; 
Warren et al., 2003) 
Finally, the cuticle along with other mechanical barriers such as hardened covers, thorns and 
trichomes (Simmons and Gurr, 2005), is a main site of aboveground biotic interactions, that 
comprise microorganisms (bacteria, yeast, fungi) as well as herbivorous insects (Kerstiens, 
1996; Gatehous, 2002). For those organisms, crossing the cuticle is a prerequisite for their 
invasion. Interestingly, cuticle components themselves may serve as signaling molecules for 
the induction of fungal cutinase gene expression and initiation of plant defense processes 
(Kolattukudy, 1995). The cascade of plant defensive processes that are activated in response 
to an injury aims to alarm previously unaffected leaves or neighbouring plants about the 
threatening danger (Farmer, 2001), attract herbivore specific predators that prevent further 
plant damage (Kappers et al., 2005; Kessler and Baldwin, 2001), as well as induce healing 
process on the damaged tissue (Felton and Tumlinson, 2008).  Although the latter process 
was widely explored from the different perspectives (León et al., 2001; Wu, 1973), due to 
limitations originating either from the employed analytical techniques or sample preparation 
procedures, the involvement of the epicuticular waxes in the wound – healing process 
remains largely unknown.  
1.3 The epicuticular waxes 
It is known, that within cuticular waxes a spatial differentiation exists (Haas and Rentschler, 
1984). An inner layer embedding cutin represents the intracuticular waxes that are composed 
only of traces of aliphatic compounds and are enriched with pentacyclic triterpenoids, ursolic 
and oleanolic acids (Jetter et al., 2000). An outer layer having direct contact with the 
environment and thus creating the actual plant surface is formed by the epicuticular waxes 
(EWs) (Fig. 1). They consist of mainly long chain aliphatic compounds. This spacial and 










Fig. 1 Cross-section of cuticle layers and upper epidermis (EW – epicuticular waxes, IW- intracuticular waxes, 
CP – cuticle proper, CL – cuticle layer, P – pectinaceous layer and middle lamella,  CW – cell wall, EC – 
epidermal cell).  
EWs exhibit a tremendous morphological diversity ranging from the continuous and smooth 
layers to the formation of a variety of microstructures. Extend and comprehensive 
classification of EWs is provided by Barthlott et al. (1998). The most commonly present 
form of a wax layer is a thin wax film, even of few nm thick (e.g. Hydrocotyle bonariensis). 
Very rarely EWs form crusts: massive wax coverings reaching 10 mm thickness (e.g. 
Copernicia cowellii). Micro and nano structures have different shapes and sizes including 
granules, rodlets, tubules, platelets and plates. EWs exhibit self-assembly properties, which is 
prominently visible in the studies on wax recrystallization processes, where isolated waxes 
form a very similar micromorphology as native crystals observed on the leaf surface (Jetter 
and Riederer, 1994). This is however not a general rule, since for some plant species 
recrystallization of EW material on the artificial substrate appeared to be unsuccessful 
(Barthlott, 1998). It is well known that the morphology of wax microstructures is mainly 
defined by the chemical composition of EWs. The most abundant wax constituent is usually 
responsible for the crystal creation. For instance nonacosan-10-ol (C29 H60 O) forms crystals 
in Picea pungens (Jetter Riederer 1994) and in Wollemia nobilis (Dragota and Riederer, 
2007) whereas the main constituents of EW crystals from the Nepenthes species are 
triacontanal (C30 H60 O) and dotriacontanal (C32 H64 O) (Riedel et al., 2007).  
As a consequence of their localization at the interface with the environment, numerous 
functions are attributed to EWs such as: (1) influence on insect attachment and locomotion 
(Eigenbrode and Espelie, 1995; Stoner, 1990); (2) affecting germination and virulence of 
many phytopathogenic fungi, for instance Colletotrichum gloeosporioides or Metarhizium 
anisopliae (Inyang et al., 1999; Kolattukudy et al., 1995; Podila et al., 1993); (3) providing 
signals for oviposition (Cervantes et al., 2002; Hopkins et al., 1997; Renwick et al., 1992; 
Spencer, 1996), as well as for host recognition for herbivores (de Boer and Hanson, 1988; 
Maloney et al., 1988) (Fig.2). 
Fig. 2 Functions of leaf surface (A) Reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance of solar radiation; (B) Diffusion 
of water and other metabolites; (C) Surface wettability, self-cleaning properties; (D) Mechanical resistance 
against mechanical stress and maintenance of physiological integrity; (E) Adhesion of insect legs and influences 
of surface characteristics on locomotion; (F) Physical and chemical cues used for host recognition by 
microorganisms and insects; (G) Attachment of insect eggs (or spores of microorganisms) - usually on the 
lower leaf surface (Müller and Riederer, 2005; Schreiber, 2005) 
Many of the EW functions are the result of unique surface attributes, mainly the interplay 
between the surface hydrophobicity (i.e. specific chemistry) and its roughness (provided wax 
sculptures). Due to those joined properties, some plant species demonstrate self-cleaning 
mechanism (called Lotus-Effect), which allows the removal of microscopic particles, dust, 
spores and microbes from the leaf surface together with the water droplet (Barthlott and 
Neinhuis, 1997). It is one of the phenomenon of nature that has been widely explored in 
order to develop biomimetic self-cleaning surfaces (Bhushan et al., 2009). In addition, 
development of microbes like phytopathogenic bacteria or parasitic fungi as well as insects’ 
eggs deposited on the plant surface, is limited by the repellent properties of the leaf surface 
towards water and aqueous solutions. Furthermore, it was shown that decreased amounts of 
EW crystals observed in the M. truncatula mutant corresponds to a decrease in wax primary 
alcohol groups. This further leads to reduced spore differentiation of rust fungal pathogens 
(Uppalapati et al., 2012). Interestingly, not only epicitucular wax crystal abundance but also 
their arrangement plays a role: enhanced resistance to water loss or light absorption and 
reflection is attributed to the organization of wax crystals (Koch et al., 2010). It is therefore 
postulated, that those factors are actively regulated in response to environmental variations. 
Moreover, despite the micrometer dimensions of EW crystals, they effectively disturb insect's 
locomotion across the plant surface, which was demonstrated for an example in carnivorous 
plants, Nepenthes spp. The interior surface of pitchers is covered by the wax crystals and 
their defined structure (next to wax viscosity) hinders insects locomotion by preventing 
trapped insects from escaping (Gaume et al., 2002; Gorb et al., 2005).        
1.4 Biosynthesis of plant waxes  
The biosynthetic pathways that lead to the synthesis of wax constituents are largely known 
from the studies on a model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana.  It is well known, that epicuticular 
waxes are synthetized in the epidermal cells and the biosynthesis of wax compounds starts 
from de novo production of long chain fatty acids (C16 and C18) in plastids (Kunst and 
Samuels, 2009; Yeats and Rose, 2013). Those precursors are exported to the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER), where they are extended to the VLCFAs (C20 – C34). The biosynthesis of wax 
components includes two main pathways, one leads to the production of primary alcohols 
that also serve as precursors for wax esters, the second gives rise to alkanes, aldehydes, 
secondary alcohols and ketones.  
Transport of cuticular precursors from the epidermal cells to the leaf surface is a process that 
requires involvement of at least three different mechanisms. The first is an intracellular 
transport from the ER to the plasma membrane, the second involves continuation of this 
process and export of EW components across the cell wall, and finally transport to the leaf 
surface.  
Studies over past years largely contributed to understanding of some of those processes. 
There is convincing evidence supporting the involvement of an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) 
in the trafficking of wax compounds across the plasma membrane (Buda et al., 2013; 
Panikashvili and Aharoni, 2008). It was also demonstrated that all ABC transporters belong 
to the ABCG subfamily (McFarlane et al., 2010). Although strong genetic evidence supports 
those findings, confirmation of such substrate specificity by in vitro experiments is still 
missing. Nevertheless, those studies largely contribute to our understanding of the first stage 
of wax transport. There are also studies enriching our knowledge about the next stage. When 
highly hydrophobic wax molecules cross the plasma membrane, they need to be transported 
through a hydrophilic environment of the polysaccharide cell wall. It has long been proposed 
that lipid transport proteins (LPTs) are engaged in this process (DeBono et al., 2009). 
Specific properties of those proteins, like their small size, solubility and capability to bind 
various lipids in vitro make them promising candidates. Furthermore, it was shown that their 
expression is increased during the cuticle development, and Arabidopsis mutants that were 
disrupted in one of those proteins (glycosylphosphatidylinositol - anchored LTP - GLTP) 
exhibited a reduced amount of alkanes on the plant surface (Lee and Suh, 2012). The final 
stage, the transport of lipophilic wax constituents through the cell wall to the leaf surface is 
very poorly understood and is still matter of debates (Kunst and Samuels, 2009; Yeats and 
Rose, 2013). Thus, despite efforts of many decades, many enigmatic questions about the 
biosynthesis and transport of cuticular wax compounds remain to be resolved.   
1.5  Relevance of sampling methods in the leaf surface studies 
The plant surface in many reports was studied without the required selectivity of sampling 
protocols. EWs have been extensively studied mainly by extraction procedures based on 
organic solvents (Bianchi et al., 1989; Inyang et al., 1999; Lin et al., 1998; Shepherd et al., 
1995; Tsumuki et al., 1989; Tulloch, 1973), where leaves were dipped in organic solvents for 
different time periods. This procedure however, regardless of immersion duration, yields also 
intracuticular waxes, which are embedded within a cutin layer. Organic solvents 
simultaneously penetrate all layers of the cuticle and dissolve not only intracuticular waxes. 
When stomata are open diverse metabolites from the inner leaf tissue are washed to the 
surface as well (Reifenrath et al., 2005; Riederer and Schneider, 1989). The required 
selectivity for the surface studies was first accomplished through application of mechanical 
isolation protocols. A collodion silver – nitrocellulose polymer, served as an adhesive to  
peel-off the wax film (Haas and Rentschler, 1984). However, since the presence of organic 
solvent was still required (for polymer dissolution), the method was further developed by 
Jeffree (1996), who used frozen glycerol to transfer surface waxes onto an artificial target. 
Further modification came from the microscopic studies of epicuticular crystals (Ensikat et 
al., 2000) and chemical analysis of epicuticular waxes, which employed frozen water as a 
transfer medium (Jetter et al., 2000).  For mechanical probing of the surface waxes, gum 
arabic (a mixture of polysaccharides and arabinogalactanproteins) may be implemented as an 
adhesive as well (Gniwotta et al., 2005b; Guhling et al., 2006). Despite of some limitations, it 
is so far the only reported method that enables in vivo experiments, for instance wax 
regeneration studies (Jetter and Schäffer, 2001).  
It is worth to add, that despite the first reports about the differentiation of cuticular waxes 
into intracuticular waxes and EWs came from the middle 1980s (Haas and Rentschler, 1984) 
and appropriate sampling techniques were employed since the middle 1990s (Jeffree, 1996), 
there are still inconsistences in many reports. The literature terminology concerning leaf 
surfaces or EWs may be misleading, since EWs are often described as soluble cuticular lipids 
(SCL), which does not discriminate cuticular waxes. Similarly, terms such as ‘leaf surface’ or 
‘surface lipids’ are implemented in studies where organic solvent extraction is applied. 
Further risk of contamination with the metabolites from the inner tissue increases, when the 
leaf tissue is cut into discs and subsequently immersed in organic solvent (for instance in 
hexane for 50 min) (Steinbauer et al., 2004). Recent studies showed, that the selection of an 
optimal sampling technique is the most critical step when studying the plant surface 
chemistry (Reifenrath et al., 2005; Städler and Reifenrath, 2009). Glucosinolates, well known 
feeding stimulants for specialist herbivores were assigned to leaf surface location. This 
assumption was made when finding this class of compounds in the extracts after leaf 
immersion in organic solvents (Griffiths et al., 2001; Hopkins et al., 1997; Loon et al., 1992). 
However, application of highly selective isolation procedures - mechanical wax removal, 
showed actually the absence of these compounds on the EW layer (Reifenrath et al., 2005). 
Mechanical wax removal also proved chemical differentiation between the intra and 
epicuticular waxes (Jetter et al., 2000). 
Thus, in the present study, special emphasis was devoted to the selection of most appropriate 
sampling techniques, optimal for each objective of the study.  
1.6  Implemented techniques for chemical imaging studies 
The main innovation of the present study is to combine highly selective sampling methods 
with a variety of powerful techniques such as GC-MS (gas chromatography – mass 
spectrometry), SEM (scanning electron microscopy), FT-IR (Fourier transform infrared) and 
Raman microspectroscopy, MALDI-TOF-MS (matrix assisted laser/desorption ionization 
time-of-flight mass spectrometry) and TOF-SIMS (time-of-flight secondary ion mass 
spectrometry). All those tools provided complementary information allowing the 
investigating the leaf surface in a comprehensive manner.  
Mass spectrometry is a powerful and standard analytical technique used in a wide range of 
research disciplines: chemistry, biology, biochemistry, medicine. This method separates 
ionized particles (atoms, molecules) in respect to their mass to charge ratio (m/z) and can 
provide not only qualitative, but also quantitative information (Murayama et al., 2009). 
GC-MS is a technique of first choice when analyzing the chemical composition of bulk 
cuticular waxes or selectively isolated epicuticular waxes (Buschhaus et al., 2007; 
Markstadter et al., 2000; Riederer and Schneider, 1989). Studies aiming at the 
characterization of a variety of morphological structures present on the leaf surface employed 
SEM (Baker and Holloway, 1970; Meusel et al., 1994; Wen et al., 2006). Also AFM (atomic 
force microscopy), which provides higher spatial resolution than SEM, is used to study subtle 
processes taking place on the leaf surface, for instance wax regeneration or self-assembly 
processes (Koch et al., 2009c). Nevertheless, GC-MS obviously lacks spatially resolved 
information and surface specific information. SEM as well as AFM allow studying 
topographical microstructures without providing required molecular information.  
Since one of the main goals of the study was to analyze local distribution of surface 
compounds, a wide range of imaging techniques providing chemical selectivity was 
employed: MALDI-TOF-MS, TOF-SIMS imaging and FT-IR as well as Raman spectroscopy 
imaging. They require minimal sample preparation, and traditional sample staining with dyes 
or fluorescent labels is eliminated. They are non-invasive, thus samples are not modified 
throughout the measurement neither structurally nor chemically (the exception is MALDI-
TOF-MS where application of matrix is necessary). Furthermore, a single measurement 
generates sets of spectra that provides molecular profile and information about the 
distribution of many compounds/class of compounds simultaneously. It is next significant 
advantage over traditional imaging techniques like immunohistochemistry, based on staining, 
labeling or use of specific antibodies. All those advantages has opened up their application to 
the biological studies. A broad range of compounds was successfully characterized by those 
techniques, for instance peptides, proteins, plant metabolites or drugs (Barron et al., 2005; 
Kaspar et al., 2011; Salzer and Siesler, 2009; Svatoš, 2010). The spatial resolution which 
could be achieved and the chemical specificity strongly depends on the applied imaging 
techniques and the type of sample as well as investigated molecules.  
1.6.1 Vibrational spectroscopic imaging techniques 
FT-IR and Raman spectroscopy belong to the most powerful vibrational spectroscopic 
techniques. They are based on the detection of vibrational signatures of chemical bonds 
present in the molecules. Energies equivalent to those vibrations and the corresponding 
wavelengths of the detected signals are specific to defined chemical groups present in the 
molecule. However, vibration energies of the other chemical groups may overlap and not all 
vibrations are detectable in both techniques. Consequently, those techniques do not enable 
identification of single compounds in complex biological samples without the 
complementary information for example from the mass spectrometry (MS) or nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). Nevertheless, they offer invaluable chemical 
information, for instance detection of structural alterations in the proteins, presence of 
hydrogen bonding as well as monitoring of changes in the chemical profile of the biological 
material. Therefore, they became attractive analytical tools also in plant science (McCann et 
al., 1992; Schulz and Baranska, 2007; Schwanninger, 2007). Imaging variances of those 
techniques offer all the advantages of molecular imaging tools, nevertheless, they are mainly 
applied in medicine (Lasch et al., 1998; Nallala et al., 2012; Steiner and Koch, 2009).  
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy is another technique that was 
implemented in this study. CARS is a four-wave mixing process in which a pump beam and a 
Stokes beam interact with a sample generating a strong anti-Stokes signal, when the resulting 
frequency matches the frequency of a Raman active molecular vibration. The CARS signal is 
enhanced in comparison to a spontaneous Raman scattering signal, since Stokes and anti-
Stokes signals are emitted coherently. CARS offers chemical contrast without the staining 
and is a particularly useful tool in biomedical applications. For instance, in imaging tumors in 
brain tissue by making use of the differences in the lipid density between tumor tissue and 
healthy tissue (Evans and Xie, 2008). CARS microscopy has been also successfully used in 
vivo (Nan et al., 2006). 
1.6.2 Mass spectrometry imaging techniques  
Mass spectrometry imaging delivers specific molecular information by providing m/z values 
of detected ions. Wide range of molecules from the complex samples can be analyzed in a 
direct and simultaneous manner in a single run. The resulting MS images represent the spatial 
intensity distribution of defined m/z values, which correspond to the certain compounds. This 
technique is not limited to the predefined compounds, since any ion detected in the mass 
spectrometer can be used for an image generation.  
MALDI-MS imaging is at present the most widely employed molecular imaging technique 
applied in bio-analytical chemistry and biomedicine. The mechanism of ion formation is still 
not fully understood, but it is well known that a crucial role is played by matrix. Its addition 
serves several purposes (1) extraction of analytes from the sample surface, (2) co-
crystallization with the analyte and (3) absorption of laser energy. Most experiments are 
performed on the spatial resolution of 50 – 200 μm (Benabdellah et al., 2010). Although 
some procedures like oversampling or solvent-free sublimation matrix application aim to 
improve the resolution in MALDI imaging, this technique is still placed behind the TOF-
SIMS.  
TOF-SIMS offers nanometer scale spectral resolution, it is the only available mass 
spectrometry imaging technique with the potential to visualize distribution of analytes 
(particularly multiple lipid species) on a cellular and subcellular level (Fletcher et al., 2007; 
Passarelli and Winograd, 2011a; Winograd, 2005). Traditionally SIMS was employed mainly 
in analysis of inorganic materials, especially in inorganic surfaces and material science, for 
semiconductor materials and polymers. In those studies, monoatomic ions such as Ga+, Cs+, 
Au+, Ar+ with the capability of high spatial resolution down to 100 nm were employed. 
However, low sensitivity and a high degree of molecular fragmentation hindered analyses of 
organic materials. Advances in instrumentation, particularly the introduction of cluster ion 
beams and TOF analyzers allowed to overcome those drawbacks and opened this technique 
for the analysis of complex organic molecules (Griffiths, 2008; Winograd, 2005). Cluster ion 
sources consist of multiple atoms, for instance Bi3+, Au3+, and also C60+ and SF5+. They have 
capabilities to lift intact molecules off the surface without inflicting physical and chemical 
damage during the bombardment process. Consequently, cluster ions reduce sample 
perturbance, enhance ion yield, and improve the mass range of detection and sensitivity for 
heavier analytes. Extension of the detected mass range is a consequence of the higher energy 
and ion currents characteristic for larger primary ions. Among the various ejected from the 
surface particles are secondary ions (atoms, molecular fragments, and clusters) and also 
neutrals that are not detectable by MS.  
Although this fact limits the detection and imaging of low abundant molecules, effective 
ionization in SIMS is achievable without matrix employment. Matrix dissolved in organic 
solvents and deposited on the sample surface may lead to analyte diffusion (Amstalden van 
Hove et al., 2010).  
Furthermore, tandem MS allows structure elucidation and is presently available for SIMS as 
well.  Major contributions into this advance come from the Winograd group, who has 
introduced C60 SIMS hybrid-quadrupole orthogonal-TOF-MS with the tandem-MS 
capabilities (Carado et al., 2008) and the Vickerman group, who has constructed C60 
reflectron-TOF-based instrument with the MS/MS mode (Hill et al., 2011). 
1.7 Biological system  
The most comprehensive studies on plant leaf surfaces were performed on a garden plant, 
Prunus laurocerasus L., commonly known as cherry laurel (Jetter et al., 2000; Perkins et al., 
2005). Black cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa (Torr. & Gray) on the other hand, is an
economically and ecologically important plant and the first long-lived tree that has been 
sequenced, becoming nowadays a model plant (Bradshaw et al., 2000; Brunner et al., 2004; 
Taylor, 2002). Nevertheless, knowledge about the leaf surface represented by EWs of this 
model species is not available, neither chemical characterization, nor its role in the 
interaction with herbivorous insects. Research on other Populus species is very scant as well, 
and only studies without spatial discrimination were conducted (Alfaro-Tapia et al., 2007; 
Cameron et al., 2002; Lin et al., 1998). Other works, for instance on Populus tremuloides
Michx. were limited to the determination of changes in the EW structure without chemical 
characterization (Mankovska et al., 2005). Scant knowledge about Populus trichocarpa is a 
consequence of the fact that it is a woody plant, therefore its cultivation is demanding. 
Furthermore, many available reports about this model species are conducted on the field 
plants. In the present study, plants were cultivated in the growth chambers in order to provide 
constant environmental conditions crucial for the leaf surface studies.  
For the experiments aiming the investigation of the leaf surface role in plant – insect 
interaction, specialist herbivores were selected. Chrysomela populi L. is the most abundant 
leaf beetle belonging to the Chrysomelidae family and is a serious forest pest. These leaf 
beetles are characterized by the high requirements for food quality and a narrow host range, 
feeding on species of the Salicaceae family. The average period of their activity is limited to 
a few months during the year (May – September) (Urban, 2006).  
The Populus trichocarpa - Chrysomela populi model system represents a naturally occurring 
interaction between the host plant and the specialist herbivore, thus, the role played by the 
compounds on the leaf surface as well as wound-induced processes are particularly 
interesting.  
Furthermore, in contrast to a model plant species in molecular biology, Arabidopsis thaliana, 
the leaf surface of Populus trichocarpa provides relatively thicker and homogenous EW 
imprint (not disturbed by the long and dense trichomes). Therefore, application of molecular 
imaging techniques that aim scanning leaf surface area and determining local distribution of 
epicuticular wax constituents was feasible.  
So far no studies that combine selective mechanical sampling methods with preservation of 
the two-dimensional distribution of compounds and high spatial resolution imaging 
techniques have been reported for any plant species. 
1.8 The main objectives of the study  
(1) Chemical characterization of Populus trichocarpa leaf surface represented by 
epicuticular waxes (EWs) using optimal sampling methods and complementary 
analytical techniques.
(2) Analysis of the role of Populus trichocarpa leaf surface in the host-recognition 
process of the specialist herbivore Chrysomela populi.
(3) Optimization of molecular imaging techniques such as FT-IR and Raman 
microspectroscopy as well as MALDI-TOF-MS and TOF-SIMS for leaf surface 
studies.  
(4) Analysis of the wound-induced processes on the Populus trichocarpa leaf surface 
after Chrysomela populi feeding by FT-IR microspectroscopy.  
(5) Characterization of the local distribution of leaf surface constituents using high 
resolution TOF-SIMS imaging. 
2. Chapter II    Epicuticular waxes of Populus trichocarpa: their chemistry and role 
in the host recognition process of the leaf beetle Chrysomela populi
2.1 Introduction 
Terrestrial plants through the evolution have developed fundamental for their survival 
structure – a cuticle. It covers all aerial plant organs and provides plant’s integrity in the 
constantly altering environment. The most outer cuticle layer represented by EWs consists of 
a complex mixture of highly lipophilic compounds, therefore significantly enhances plant’s 
impermeability to water as well as to apoplastic solutes. It is present in all plant species 
which proofs its pivotal function. Although leaf surface of many plant species are extensively 
studied using variety of methods, to date, there are no reports about the actual leaf surface - 
isolated selectively epicuticular waxes of Populus trichocarpa. It is a model plant species and 
the first sequenced woody plant (Tuskan et al., 2006), nevertheless its chemistry and role in 
the host plant recognition have not been studied yet. Present study aims to fill the existing 
gap. 
2.2 Results and discussion  
2.2.1  Chemical characterization of the Populus trichocarpa leaf surface  
 In order to characterize the chemical composition of epicuticular waxes (EWs) in a selective 
way, the cryo-adhesive method was applied (Ensikat et al., 2000). The strength of this 
method is that frozen water acts as a glue (Jetter et al., 2000) and allows mechanical isolation 
of EWs (Fig. 3). Thus, contamination originating from the inner leaf tissue as well as from 
any external additives is effectively eliminated.  Chemical analysis of EWs were performed 
by GC-MS, which is the most commonly applied technique in insect or plant cuticular wax 
analysis. In addition, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) time-of-flight 
(TOF) mass spectrometry was applied. The advantage of this technique is its capability to 
detect high molecular mass compounds, for example wax esters. Ionization of these wax 
constituents was achieved through application of a LiDHB matrix, which combines the 
commonly used 2,5-hydroxybenzoic acid and a cationization reagent (Li+). LiDHB mediates 
laser energy absorption and gives high ionization efficiency even for highly nonpolar 
compounds like hydrocarbons (Cva ka and Svatoš, 2003; Kühn et al., 1996). The drawback  
Fig. 3 SEM micrographs of P. trichocarpa EWs from the adaxial leaf surface isolated using cryo-adhesive (A)
and adhesive tape embedding method (B). EWs create a thin layer (100 - 300 nm) (C) and form continuous 
amorphous covering without pronounced structures, also wax crystals are absent (D), and therefore they may be 
classified according to Barthlott et al. (1998) as a smooth layer. 
of matrix application is the presence of its signals in the spectrum below 250 Da, therefore 
the detection of low molecular mass compounds by MALID-TOF-MS is not recommended. 
Positive ion MALDI-TOF-MS spectra [M+Li]+ from the adaxial leaf surface of P. 
trichocarpa leaves showed three characteristic homologue series of alkanes, alcohols and 
esters with the chain length from C16 to C54 (Fig. 4, Fig. 6A, B). Their mass analysis 
compared with the standards, previously published data (Cva ka and Svatoš, 2003; Vrkoslav 
et al., 2010) as well as GC-MS data reinforced assignments of detected ions. For an example, 
a signal in the MALDI-TOF-MS profile with m/z value of 429.50 is in accordance with the 
molecular mass calculated for C30H62Li (429.50) (Table 1). This compound was also found 
in the GC-MS spectra, where comparison of the specific fragmentation pattern and the 
retention time with the standard allowed its identification. MALDI-TOF-MS appeared to be 
particularly valuable technique in detecting long chain alcohols and esters with the high 
molecular masses (up to 795 Da). GC-MS on the other hand, was necessary to detect low 
molecular mass homologues as well as unsaturated alkanes and fatty acids (Fig. 5, Fig. 6C, 
D). Further support of compound assignments was provided by the spectroscopic analysis; 
FT-IR spectrum showed presence of C=O, C-O and O-H vibrations in the frequency ranges 
corresponding to esters and alcohols (Fig. 21, Table 4 Chapter III, section 3.2.1). In addition 
to saturated components, unsaturated wax constituents (C25, C27, and traces of C29) were also 
detected. Identification of unsaturated alkanes was reinforced by very specific fragmentation 
pattern under electron impact (EI) conditions (Fig. 7). The presence of unsaturated wax esters 
with the m/z decreased by 2Da comparing with the saturated wax esters was suggested by the 
signals observed in the MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum (Fig. S3).  In order to achieve better 
overall image of surface waxes of P. trichocarpa, abaxial (lower) side of leaves was also 
investigated applying the same, selective isolation method. EW covering the abaxial side of 
the leaves were significantly poorer in variety of compounds, among more polar compounds 
only fatty acids C16 and C18 were present, alcohols were not detected (Fig. 8). This stays in 
opposite to composition of the adaxial side, where significant percentages of wax  
Fig. 4 MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum of EWs isolated from the adaxial side of P. trichocarpa leaves using cryo-
adhesive isolation method; Alk - alkanes, Alc - alcohols, WE - wax esters. 
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Fig. 5  GC-MS chromatograms (EI) of EWs isolated from adaxial side of P. trichocarpa leaves using cryo-
adhesive method; DB-5 column. FA – Fatty acids, Alc – Alcohols, Alk – Alkanes.   
constituents were long chain alcohols and esters. On the other hand, the level of saturated and 
unsaturated alkanes was higher comparing to the adaxial side. Abaxial surface of P. 
trichocarpa is thus richer in hydrocarbons, which stays in accordance with the many other 
plant species reported (Gniwotta et al., 2005a; Jetter et al., 2000; Smith and McClean, 1989). 
Although MALDI-TOF-MS and GC-MS provided complementary information with the 
overlapping regions, direct comparison of quantification results (Fig. 6, Table S1) will lead 
to mismatches due to the varying ionization mechanisms of both techniques. Among all 
compounds detected by GC-MS in surface waxes of P. trichocarpa, the most abundant were 
saturated alkanes (Fig. 6 C), whereas MALDI-TOF-MS with the capability to detect high 
molecular mass compounds, indicated predominance of wax esters and alcohols (Fig. 4, Fig. 
6 A, B). Nevertheless, both techniques showed a chain length distribution favoring odd-
numbered homologues within alkanes, and even-numbered carbon chain within alcohols 
(Fig. 6 A, D). Additionally, they showed predominance of nonacosane (C29) within alkanes.  
Other aliphatic compounds - wax esters detected only by MALDI, also exhibited 
predominance of even-numbered homologues and C46:0 was found to be the most abundant 
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Fig. 6 Composition and chain length distribution of compounds in the EWs isolated from the adaxial side of    
P. trichocarpa leaves using cryo-adhesive method. Relative abundance of individual homologues [%] detected 
by MALDI-TOF-MS within alkanes and alcohols (A), wax esters (B). Coverage of compound classes [ng cm-2] 
(C) and relative abundance of individual homologues [%]detected by GC-MS (D). FA – Fatty acids, Alc – 
Alcohols, Alk – Alkanes. The coverage and relative abundance is a mean value ± S.D., n=6. 
[M+7Li+] theor. [M+7Li+] detected Mass difference 
[mDa] 
Assigned sum formula 
361.4022 361.4570 54.85 C24H50O 
389.4335 389.4753 41.88 C26H54O 
415.4855 415.5356 50.17 C29H60
417.4648 417.5088 44.08 C28H58O 
429.5012 429,509 7.85 C30H62
443.5168 443.5261 9.37 C31H64
445.4961 445.5371 41.12 C30H62O 
459.5117 459.537 25.30 C31H64O 
473.5274 473.5636 36.25 C32H66O 
599.6318 599.6818 50.03 C40H80O2
627.6631 627.715 51.90 C42H84O2
655.6944 655.7461 51.77 C44H88O2
669.7101 669.7516 41.62 C45H90O2
683.7257 683.7775 51.80 C46H92O2
697.7414 697.778 36.65 C47H94O2
711.757 711.8121 55.17 C48H96O2
725.7727 725.8095 36.85 C49H98O2
739.7883 739.8455 57.20 C50H100O2
767.8196 767.8746 55.07 C52H104O2
795.8509 795.9095 58.60 C54H108O2
Table 1 Comparison of detected by MALDI-TOF-MS m/z values with the theoretical masses of assigned sum 
formula.  
Fig. 7  MS spectra of P. trichocarpa EWs (adaxial side). Fragmentation pattern for unsaturated - heptacosene
C27:1 (A) and saturated alkane - heptacosane C27:0 (B). EI quadrupole detector, DB-5ms column.  
In the previous studies where EWs were selectively isolated and analyzed by GC-MS, 
alkanes were also shown to be the most dominant class of compounds in Brassica oleracea 
(Eigenbrode and Jetter, 2002) or Prunus laurocerasus (Jetter et al., 2000). However, the 
dominance of particular groups varies and strongly depends on the investigated plant species 
as well as its developmental stage and environmental conditions. For example in Secale 
cereale dominating compounds were alcohols (Jetter and Schäffer, 2001; Ji and Jetter, 2008) 
whereas aldehydes were predominant in the surface waxes of Nepenthes alata pitchers 
(Riedel et al., 2003).  
As underlined in the introduction, knowledge about the chemical composition of EWs from 
other Populus species is scant. In the available report on Populus species hybrids (P. deltoids
x P. nigra and P. nigra x P. maximowiczii), bulk samples of cuticular waxes from 3 year old 
field-grown plants were acquired by solvent extraction without any distinction between the 
abaxial and adaxial leaf surface (Cameron et al., 2002). Nevertheless, in accordance to results 
acquired for P. trichocarpa in the present study, the most prominent compounds were odd-
numbered alkanes and even-numbered alcohols. Dominance of triacontanol (C30) and 
nonacosane (C29) within those compound classes could be determined. In addition, authors 
reported also presence of unsaturated alkanes, however in minor amounts and their  
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Fig. 8 Composition and chain length distribution of compound classes in the EWs isolated from abaxial and 
adaxial side of P. trichocarpa leaves using cryo-adhesive method and GC-MS. The relative abundance [%] is a 
mean value ± S.D., n = 6. 
chain length was not determined. In contrast to the present study, wider range of fatty acids 
(C20 - C30), narrower range of alcohols and alkanes (below C31) was detected. Furthermore, 
detection of esters and relative abundance of even-numbered alkanes and odd-numbered 
alcohols was not investigated. 
Through combining the strength of two analytical techniques, MALDI-TOF-MS and GC-
MS, more comprehensive and complete knowledge about the chemical compounds present 
on the leaf surface of Populus trichocarpa was acquired. Major chemical classes of aliphatic 
compounds as well as their chain length is similar to the chemical profiles commonly present 
in waxes of diverse plant species (Kunst and Samuels, 2003). However, wax esters, which 
are omitted in many studies on cuticular waxes (Cameron et al., 2002; Jetter et al., 2000; 
Kosma et al., 2009), were in the present study directly detected by MALDI-TOF-MS. 
Furthermore, the distinguishable wax components are very long chain unsaturated alkanes, 
which were detected in minor concentrations, and possibly unsaturated wax esters. All these 
highly lipophilic constituents determine the primary role of the EW layer, namely its barrier 
function in the plant-environment interface.   
2.2.2 Method development for in vivo EW isolation 
As a consequence of the most outer location, EW layer forms the first contact zone for any 
biotic interaction, including herbivores and therefore, they are considered to provide 
chemical cues in the host recognition process. Previous studies on Populus species (P. 
deltoids x P. nigra) indicated that the leaf surface chemicals induce feeding in the leaf beetle 
Chrysomela scripta (Lin et al., 1998). However the method for sampling the surface 
compounds was based on organic solvent extraction. Thus in the present study, selective 
sampling methods were applied to answer the question if EW layer of Populus trichocarpa
serves specialist herbivores – Chrysomela populi in their process of host plant recognition by 
employing a selective and optimal sampling method. 
For the first time a method for a selective and in vivo isolation of EWs was introduced in 
2001 by Jetter and Schäffer.  It is based on the aqueous suspension of gum arabic (Jetter and 
Schäffer, 2001) and was employed in behavioral bioassays in previous studies (Blenn et al., 
2012). Although it is so far the only available method that fulfils the requirements necessary 
for in vivo leaf surface analysis, it carries several drawbacks. The isolation of EWs with gum 
arabic is a time consuming procedure and requires coverage of the leaf with a polymer 
suspension for 1-2 h, depending on the applied thickness and air humidity. Furthermore, 
during this time period, the influence of abiotic stress like reduced gas exchange, water 
transpiration (particularly when both leaf sides are covered by the polymer) or light access, 
and their influence on plant fitness need to be considered as well. Application of this method 
for removal of EWs from the abaxial side encounters additional obstacles (due to the liquid 
state of the polymer) and is practically impossible in case of experiments on the field.  
Moreover, wax material collected on opaque polymer peels is invisible to the naked eye. The 
employment of SEM to visualize isolated material may encounter further obstacles if the wax 
layer is very thin and lack wax crystals, as in the case of P. trichocarpa (Fig. 3). 
Inhomogeneous coverage due to leaf surface repellency towards the aqueous polymer 
suspension, and residues of the polymer remaining on the leaf surface are additional 
disadvantages of the method. To overcome all these methodological drawbacks, that 
appeared to be important for the model plant investigated, a new in vivo method called 
adhesive tape embedding was developed. Method evaluation addressed all criteria that need 
to be fulfilled when studying selectively the role of EWs in the interaction with herbivorous 
insects in behavioral bioassays. 
Fig. 9 EWs isolated in vivo from the P. trichocarpa leaves using adhesive tape embedding are visible by naked 
eye. Arrows indicate boarder between the clean adhesive tape and the isolated wax layer.  
The new method is based on mechanical removal of EWs with the help of commercially 
available transparent adhesive tape. It fulfills requirements for high selectivity and in vivo
applicability. Isolated EWs, in opposite to the gum arabic approach, create a visible by naked 
eye imprint on the adhesive tape surface (Fig. 9). Furthermore, the selectivity was 
microscopically examined in terms of any mechanical damage that could appear on the leaf 
tissue after removal of its surface compounds. This aspect was very relevant, since any 
mechanical removal-based method may cause microscopic mechanical damages of the plant 
tissue and its repercussions may potentially have an influence on the insect feeding 
preference. The presence of perturbation of morphological surface structures was already 
reported for gum arabic method (Buschhaus and Jetter, 2011). Examinations under light 
microscope showed no disturbances to the epidermal cells. Similarly, no differences were 
observed considering trichome density in the comparison to the control leaves (Fig. 10). In 
order to achieve even higher resolution and differentiate single trichomes, high resolution 
SEM analyses were performed. Series of SEM micrographs were generated and leaves after 
treatments with an adhesive tape, gum arabic and control were compared. The majority of 
trichomes stayed intact even after six subsequent treatments with a fresh adhesive tape, 
which was comparable with the single gum arabic treatment (Fig. 11).  Thus, adhesive tape 
embedding exhibits better performance considering that aspect. The removal of only single 
trichomes from the treated leaf area is particularly relevant, since trichomes belong to one of 
the defense arsenals naturally present on the leaf surface (Philippe and Bohlmann, 2007). 
Consequently, in course of the leaf surface treatment, they need to be preserved. Further 
advantages of the adhesive tape embedding method lay in the fact, that the time required for 
isolation is limited to few minutes. Moreover, the problem of coverage inhomogeneity and 
the polymer residues that remain on the surface is completely eliminated. The removal of 
EWs from the adaxial side is equally efficient as for the abaxial side. The method is versatile 
and can be applied not only to variety of plant organs (fruit, shoots) and variety of plant 
species (it was successfully tested in Prunus laurocerasus, Armoracia rusticana, and 
Phaseolus lunatus), but also for non-invasive and selective removal of insects’ cuticular 
waxes. The procedure is particularly promising for field experiments and can be optimized 
for each application individually.   
Additionally, the adhesive tape can also serve as a sample target, since it provides an elastic 
but flat surface before and after the treatment. After isolation of EWs, the sample can be 
directly analyzed by SEM or AFM (atomic force microscopy) without further preparation. It 
opens new applications in studies that focus on EW morphology, for instance wax crystals. It 
is however not recommended for chemical analysis, since PVC and adhesive material will 
contaminate the sample, thus, direct quantitative and qualitative chemical data about the 
selectivity and efficiency of wax removal are not provided.   
Fig. 10 P. trichocarpa leaves (adaxial side) after in vivo removal of EW layer using an adhesive tape embedding 
(6 subsequent treatments) show, that the trichome density of treated leaves (A, B)  is comparable with the 
control leaves (C, D).  
Fig. 11  SEM micrographs of P. trichocarpa leaves (adaxial side) after in vivo removal of EW layer using an 
adhesive tape - 6x treatments (A) and gum arabic - 1x treatment (B). After 6 subsequent treatments with an 
adhesive tape, only single trichomes were damaged, comparable with single gum arabic treatment. Arrow 
indicates damaged trichome found on the leaf surface. Scale bar: 100μm. 
Nevertheless, EWs were removed by the three available methods: (1) adhesive tape 
embedding (2) gum arabic treatments and (3) cryo-adhesive. The remained intracuticular 
waxes (IW) were extracted using organic solvent. Chemical analyses of IW acquired from all 
methods were compared and results show, that adhesive tape embedding gives satisfactory 
performance (Fig.12). It is worth to underline, that method based on mechanical removal of 
EW layer must be at the same time soft enough to leave the surface structures (trichomes) 
possibly intact. Considering that aspect, the adhesive tape embedding fulfills that crucial 
requirement.    
Overall, the newly developed method allows to preserve the subtle spatial discrimination that 
exists between different cuticle layers and to remove EWs selectively. It allows in vivo
application as well as simple handling, provides reproducibility, and lacks many drawbacks 
known from the previously established methods.  Therefore it could be successfully applied 









































































































































Fig. 12 Chemical composition of cuticular waxes (mainly intracuticular waxes) remained after removal of EWs. 
Comparison of different sampling methods: adhesive tape embedding (Ate), gum arabic (Ga) and cryo-adhesive 
(Ca). Alk – alkanes, Alc-alcohols. The number (1) indicates first immersion in organic solvent, the number (2) 
indicates the second immersion.   
2.2.3 The role of Populus trichocarpa epicuticular wax layer in the host plant 
recognition  
In order to investigate the role of Populus trichocarpa EWs in the plant-insect interaction, 
particularly in the host plant recognition, behavioral studies with a specialist herbivore, the 
leaf beetles Chrysomela populi were conducted. Due to their adaptation, these insects feed 
only on a very narrow range of host plants from the Salicaceae (Termonia et al., 2001). 
Consequently, involvement of the surface compounds in the host recognition process is 
particularly interesting. EWs were selectively removed in vivo using either the method based 
on adhesive tape embedding or, for comparison, gum arabic treatment. Subsequently, dual 
choice experiments were performed where the leaf beetles could choose between treated and 
untreated leaves of P. trichocarpa. It is worth to note, that each leaf pair was selected from 
the same plant from the opposite sides of the stem, thus morphological features as well as 
developmental stage of both leaves was as similar as possible. Furthermore, beetles were not 
starved between the experiments and were constantly supplied with P. trichocarpa foliage.  
Behavioral bioassays based on feeding preference of beetles clearly indicated that insects 
preferred de-waxed over intact leaves (P < 0.05) (Fig. 13, Fig. 14). The same preference was 
observed when EWs were isolated with the adhesive tape embedding (P < 0.05) as well as 
with the gum arabic method (P < 0.05). Among 65 independent experiments performed, 
beetles were selecting de-waxed leaf over control in 49 cases. Preference towards de-waxed 
leaves was particularly strong when older (7-8 weeks) leaves were chosen as an experimental 
pair (P < 0.001) (Fig. 13B). Similar results were obtained in bioassays performed entirely in 
vivo, where leaves after EW isolation were not detached from the plants and were offered to 
the insects (Fig. 15).  
Insect’s preference was not directed by the absence of trichomes, since only single trichomes 
were removed in the process of EW isolation, which was carefully investigated during the 
method development. Although removal of even single trichomes did not contributed to 
better insects’ locomotion, it represents a mechanical damage, which may have further 
consequences in the plant-insect interaction. Interestingly, many reports have shown that 
mechanical damage in fact increases the resistance to insect herbivores, which was also 
shown for the flea beetles, Phyllotreta cruciferae  (Chrysomelidae family) (Palaniswamy and 
Lamb, 1993).   
Considering all the advantages of the applied method and setup of performed bioassays, it 
can be concluded that removal of EWs caused significant higher attraction of C. populi
towards de-waxed leaves.  
There are two implications of the acquired results, both correlated with the functions that are 
assigned to EWs. The observation that leaves of host plant are recognized by specialist leaf 
beetles despite removal of EWs (from the adaxial and abaxial surface) suggests that those 
compounds do not play a decisive role in the host recognition process of C. populi. Thus, 
assignment of EW components to serve as chemosensory cues that determine host 
recognition could not be confirmed in the present study. Secondly, removal of EWs appeared 
to be in fact a beneficial factor that influenced leaf beetles’ behaviour and directed their 
preference towards de-waxed leaves.  
Fig. 13 Feeding preference bioassay: C. populi and P. trichocarpa. Consumed leaf area after in vivo EW 
removal using adhesive tape embedding (mean ± S.D.; n = 26, P < 0.05) and gum arabic method (mean ± S.D.; 
n = 13, P < 0.05) (A). Consumed leaf weight for older leaves (ca. 7-8 weeks old) after given time using 
adhesive tape embedding (mean ± S.D.; n = 26, P < 0.001) (B). Asterisks indicate significant difference 
determined by paired t-test.  
As a consequence, other aspects of EW involvement in the plant-insect interaction need to be 
considered; their plausible role as (1) deterrent compounds, (2) mechanical barrier limiting 
leakage of actual chemosensory cues (e.g. volatiles from the inner leaf tissue) and/or (3) their 
role in hindering insects’ attachment and locomotion. These aspects were explored in the 
available literature and will be shortly discussed.
B 
Fig. 14 Feeding preference bioassay, in vivo isolation of EWs from the adaxial side of P. trichocarpa leaves 
performed with an adhesive tape embedding. Insects preferred de-waxed leaves (A) over intact leaves (B). 
Fig. 15 Feeding preference bioassay performed in vivo. EW removal (using adhesive tape embedding ) as well 
as insect feeding was performed on leaves not detached from the plants (n = 9). Insects were trapped (A) and 
had a choice between de-waxed part of the leaf (B) and intact part (C). 
The role of leaf surface chemicals in plant – insect interaction was investigated considering 
their phagostimulatory or deterrent effects on insects (Chapman and Bernays, 1989). The 
most commonly employed approach in those studies was extraction of surface compounds 
after leaf immersion in organic solvents. Extracts prepared in that way were subsequently 
applied onto an artificial surface (paper filter) and used in behavioral experiments; eventually 
insects’ bites were compared with the solvent-treated controls. Phagostimulatory effect of 
bulk leaf surface extracts was reported for instance in Poa annua that induced Locusta 
migratoria feeding (Bernays et al., 1976) or in Lycopersicon esculentum that stimulated
Manduca sexta feeding (de Boer and Hanson, 1988). There were also efforts to discriminate 
individual compounds or classes of compounds that stimulate feeding. Among compounds 
indicated to exhibit those properties are long chain alkanes C21-C25 and C30-C36 from 
Artemisia menetriesi, alkanes C28 and C29 from Pyrrhalta humeralis, and alkanes C31-C40 and 
acids C24-C26 from Galerucella vittaticollis (Adati and Matsuda, 1993). Primary alcohols also 
belong to this group, e.g. C26 and C28 from M. alba (Mori, 1982) and C22-C30 from Populus
(P. deltoids x P. nigra) (Lin et al., 1998).  
On the other hand, surface extracts were also shown to induce deterrence in several 
herbivorous insects investigated on host and non-host plants (Chapman and Bernays, 1989; 
Yang et al., 1993). Spodoptera frugiperda were developing more rapidly when larvae were 
Fig. 14 Fig. 15 
fed on corn, Zea mays foliage with removed cuticular waxes. In studies on Sorghum bicolor 
and its pest, Locusta migratoria, deterrent effects were attributed to p-hydroxybenzaldehyde, 
n-alkanes (C19 , C21 and C23), and ester fractions found in cuticular wax extracts (Woodhead, 
1983). Interestingly, alkanes C18 - C28 showed neither deterrent nor phagostimulatory effects.  
It is worth to note, that apart from non-selective sampling methods applied in those studies, 
many compounds postulated to stimulate feeding belong to ubiquitous wax constituents 
present in many plant species (Kunst and Samuels, 2003). For example, studies on Populus
and a specialist leaf beetle, C. scripta, assigned this role to even-numbered alcohols ranging 
from C22 to C30 (Lin et al., 1998). Compounds playing a role as chemosensory cues in the 
process of host recognition are expected to be species-specific, particularly in the case of 
specialist insects.  
Recent studies on Brassicaceae species demonstrated that employing selective isolation 
methods (based on adhesive properties of gum arabic) is a crucial prerequisite for 
determining the involvement of leaf surface components in the plant-insect interactions 
(Reifenrath et al., 2005; Städler and Reifenrath, 2009). These authors proved that the surface 
wax layer of Brassica napus and Nasturtium officinale lacks feeding stimulants for the beetle 
Phaedon cochleariae. Moreover, similarly to our study, insects preferred de-waxed over 
intact leaves. Thus, the postulated function of EW layer is related to its protective role by 
providing a mechanical barrier limiting leakage of actual information about the host plant. As 
previously reported, plant volatiles play an essential role in the host recognition process of 
beetles from the Chrysomelidae family (Fernandez and Hilker, 2007; Kendrick and Raffa, 
2006; Kühnle and Müller, 2011). These compounds emitted by the plants provide olfactory 
cues and attract insects. For instance, the leaf beetle Agelastica coeruleae was shown to 
clearly distinguish between leaf odors from the nine different Betulaceae species (Park et al., 
2004). Poplar also produces volatile secondary metabolites (Kendrick and Raffa, 2006; 
Philippe and Bohlmann, 2007) and as one of few plant species, emits high quantities of 
isoprene and monoterpenes. Those distinctive volatiles together with the other secondary 
metabolites may potentially mediate host finding behavior (Schnitzler et al., 2010).  
Removal of highly hydrophobic EW layer could have improved insects’ access to the 
characteristic blend of volatile compounds, which consequently could have directed their 
preference towards de-waxed leaves. Support for this hypothesis can be found in the 
extensive studies of Schönherr on transport mechanisms through the plant cuticle, where 
among all cuticle constituents, cuticular waxes (which include EWs) were proven to be 
responsible for the barrier properties of cuticles (Schönherr, 1976; Schönherr, 2006). 
Further experiments would be required in order to back up this hypothesis, since alternative 
scenarios in which the enhanced release of volatiles after EW removal overrides the role of 
EW compounds as chemical cues are also plausible. Those investigations, however, need to 
address crucial issues like application of the additional EWs onto the intact leaf surface, 
which is challenging due to (1) the necessity to dissolve EWs in organic solvents, (2) 
coverage homogeneity, and (3) adequate concentration of EW compounds. Careful 
consideration of all those aspects is necessary for a factual interpretation of the results. For 
instance, stimulating effects of the leaf surface extracts have increased with the increasing 
concentration, however higher concentrations than those naturally occurring, resulted in the 
opposite feeding response of M. sexta larvae (de Boer and Hanson, 1988).  
In the present study, the relevant aspect which may also contribute to the insects’ behavior is 
impact of surface waxes on insects’ attachment and locomotion. Involvement of EWs in 
those processes was extensively investigated in various systems (Eigenbrode and Espelie, 
1995). Support of presented results – attraction of leaf beetles to the de-waxed leaves could 
be found in the studies performed on plants characterized by reduced amounts of epicuticular 
lipids (Brassica napus, Brassica oleracea, Pisum sativum, Hordeum vulgare). Those glossy 
plants were more susceptible to insect attacks (Bodnaryk, 1992; Eigenbrode et al., 2000; 
Stoner, 1990; Tsumuki et al., 1989). A similar result was obtained for another chrysomelid 
beetle, P. cochleariae (Stork, 1980), which preferred the glossy phenotype of B. oleracea. 
Certainly, it must be mentioned that opposite results such as an increased resistance of glossy 
phenotypes to insect infestation have been also reported (Eigenbrode and Espelie, 1995; 
Stoner, 1990). Nevertheless, in some of those studies experiments were conducted in the field 
and thus influence of predators (and also their improved attachment and thus higher activity) 
needs to be considered as well.  
2.2.4    Localization of salicin  
A selective sampling method is crucial not only for analysis of EW chemistry and its 
involvement in plant-insect interaction. It is also crucial for the determination if some plant 
secondary metabolites are actually located on the surface.  For instance, Reifenrath et al 
(2005) demonstrated that glucosinolates, well known feeding stimulants for specialist insects 
feeding on Brassicacea, are not located on the leaf surface as was suggested previously 
(Hopkins et al., 1997), but in the inner leaf tissue. In the literature, salicin is reported as a 
candidate compound that influences the distribution and food selection of leaf beetles (Rank, 
1994; Rowell-Rahier and Pasteels, 1989). This secondary plant metabolite primarily serves 
the plant for defensive purposes. However Chrysomelina leaf beetles, which includes C. 
populi have adapted this toxic compound for their own protection (Termonia et al., 2001). 
Salicin along with the other phenolglucosides was detected  in P. trichocarpa leaf extracts 
(Palo, 1984; Pearl and Darling, 1971; Warren et al., 2003). However, organic solvent 
extraction was used in those studies, and hence the question if this polar compound is located 
on the leaf surface or located only in the inner leaf tissue is still open. In order to answer that 
question, the surface compounds including the EW layer from the P. trichocarpa leaves were 
isolated using the cryo-adhesive method and analyzed with LC-MS.  
Salicin was not detected in the outermost cuticle layer (MDL- method detection limit: 1-10 
ng), whereas it was present in the whole leaf extracts (Fig. 16, 17). This result suggests that 
salicin is located preferentially in the inner leaf tissue (below 300 nm). That further supports 
the results from the behavioral experiments; chemosensory cues are not present among the 
surface compounds. Removal of the most outer cuticle layer together with all compounds 
located there does not inhibit recognition of the P. trichocarpa by C. populi. That process is 
most probably based on perception of diverse chemicals. In addition, many other factors may 
influence Chrysomelina host affiliation including biogeographically, genetically, and 
ecologically driven factors (Fernandez and Hilker, 2007; Termonia et al., 2001). 
Fig. 16 LC-MS chromatograms of EW layer isolated from P. trichocarpa leaves by cryo-adhesive method (A), 
whole leaf extract (B), and standard – salicin (C). Arrows indicate presence of salicin.  
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321,8212,9201,9 268,5 345,8 373,3231,1174,8 242,4
365,3 419,7 448,6385,0 481,8456,4
A B
Fig. 17 MS spectra confirming presence of silicin in the whole leaves extracts of P. trichocarpa (A), standard 
(B). Silicin was not found on the leaf surface. 
2.3 Conclusions  
Employing selective sampling method allowed to characterize the chemical composition of 
P. trichocarpa epicuticular waxes. Besides GC-MS also MALDI-TOF-MS was employed, 
since this technique allowed direct detection of high molecular mass compounds 
characteristic for plant waxes. EWs consisted of long chain saturated (C23-C34) and 
unsaturated alkanes (C25, C27, C29), fatty acids (C16, C18), alcohols (C24-C33) and esters (C40-
C54). Apart from the unsaturated constituents, other main classes of aliphatic compounds 
present in the EWs of P. trichocarpa share ubiquitous chemical profile with the other plant 
species. Recognition of host plant by specialized herbivores is a complex process involving 
perception of multiple cues including unique plant secondary chemistry. Behavioral 
experiments with P. trichocarpa and its specialist herbivore, C. populi, demonstrated that 
after the removal of EWs in a selective and non-destructive way, leaf beetles were not only 
able to recognize their host plant but even preferred de-waxed leaves over the control. Thus, 
the role of EWs as decisive chemosensory cues could not be confirmed in our study. On 
contrary, acquired results support the hypothesis, that EWs in addition to other components 
of the cuticle, limit leakage of cues that would serve herbivores to identify the host plant (eg. 
plant volatiles). Furthermore, salicin reported by previous studies as one of the candidate 
compounds that may serve as a feeding signal for C. populi, was not found among the surface 
compounds, but was detected in the whole leaf extract. 
The novel method – adhesive tape embedding for in vivo removal of EWs presented in this 
study is a promising alternative to reported approaches, particularly for performing 
behavioral bioassays. It allows removing the EW layer in a selective manner leaving surface 
structures such as trichomes mainly intact. Its simplicity will allow substituting methods 
based on organic solvent extraction and help to revise present knowledge on the role of EWs 
in the processes like host recognition or oviposition for other plant and insect species. 
3. Chapter III  Molecular imaging of Populus trichocarpa leaf surface   
3.1 Introduction  
There is a knowledge gap about the spatial arrangement of compounds on the leaf surface. 
Traditionally, plant tissue is investigated by prior extraction of interesting plant structures, 
for instance cell walls (Chen et al., 1998; Coimbra et al., 1999; Kacuráková et al., 2000; 
McCann et al., 1997; McCann et al., 1992; Sene et al., 1994; Toole et al., 2004) or cuticle 
(Villena et al., 2000). This approach involves time consuming procedures and addition of 
several chemicals. Furthermore, eventual purification steps are necessary, since samples may 
still be contaminated, for example by cytoplasmic proteins (Chen et al., 1998). As a result, 
information about the chemical distribution and structure are disrupted or lost.  
Other approach is based on the analysis of intact plant tissue for instance with the help of FT-
IR spectroscopy (Dubis et al., 1999; Lammers et al., 2009; Yang and Yen, 2002). In those 
experiments, influence of external chemicals is eliminated and plant can be analyzed in situ. 
However, because particular plant structures are not isolated prior the analysis, authors 
encounter difficulties to assess exact origin of the acquired signals. Penetration depth of an 
infrared beam reaches few micrometers (Salzer and Siesler, 2009), which needs to be 
considered in surfaces research. Plant surface usually represents thin layer; EW layer of P. 
trichocarpa is only few nanometers thick (Fig. 3). Thus, signals from the deeper leaf layers, 
cutin ( - and mid-chain hydroxy and epoxy C16 and C18 fatty acids) together with 
intracuticular waxes (triterpenoids) and apoplast (pectins), will be recorded as well. In 
addition, water must be removed from the plant material, since most techniques require high 
vacuum (mass spectrometry) or presence of water disturbs data analysis due to its own strong 
absorbance in the relevant spectrum regions (IR spectroscopy).  
Consequently, when investigating plant tissue one needs to make a compromise between the 
application of invasive procedures with more or less discriminatory potential or examination 
of an intact tissue. However, in both cases a severe drawback is the presence of spurious or 
unspecific bands in the spectrum, which originate either from the external chemical additives 
when applying the first strategy, or from the internal constituents choosing the second. In the 
present study, in order to investigate the leaf surface in a comprehensive manner a selective 
sampling method that overcomes all these drawbacks was employed.   
The EW layer is a mixture of compounds that share similar chemical structures. All wax 
constituents belong to the class of long and very long chain hydrocarbons or its derivatives. 
The EW layer of P. trichocarpa creates a thin film that tightly seals the leaf surface and is 
characterized by the absence of distinguishable structures (Fig. 3). Due to those chemical and 
morphological properties, a distinction of areas that could be differentiated in images either 
by morphological features or varying chemical compositions is rather impossible. As a result, 
image interpretation is a demanding process and requires high resolution techniques. 
Furthermore, the image interpretation provides additional challenges, since intracellular as 
well as extracellular transport mechanism of EWs to the leaf surface is still a matter of 
intense studies and many crucial questions remain open. Thus, it is not known (1) if the same 
traffic mechanism serves all lipophilic wax constituents, (2) what is the spatial and temporal 
aspect of their deposition to the leaf surface, (3) whether chemical structure i.e. chain length 
or chemical class determines the spatial arrangement on the leaf surface, and (4) how 
environmental factors (abiotic and biotic) influence the local distribution of EW compounds.  
Extended and multidisciplinary studies are required to answer all those questions. By 
employing powerful imaging techniques such as vibrational spectroscopy and high resolution 
mass spectrometry imaging, the present study provides new insight into some of the 
processes taking place on the leaf surface and may help to answer some of those questions. 
In those techniques, the molecular mass or vibrational energies are used as an endogenous 
label. In this way interference of potential fluorescent labels or other markers is eliminated, 
which leaves the investigated biomolecules functionally unmodified. Moreover, many ions or 
molecular vibrations can be detected in parallel, therefore chemical distribution maps can be 
generated for exactly the same location and the same physiological state.   
The key issues in molecular imaging of biological surfaces such as spatial resolution, 
molecular selectivity, penetration depth, sensitivity, destructiveness and required sample 
modifications were taken into consideration in the present study. Simultaneously, employed 
tools were selected considering their capabilities to answer biologically relevant questions 
and the practical availability of the instruments for the routine experiments.  
3.2 Results and discussion 
3.2.1 Wound-induced epicuticular wax deposition on the leaf surface of Populus 
trichocarpa studied by FT-IR spectroscopy imaging 
Vibrational spectroscopic imaging for P. trichocarpa leaf surface analysis
In order to answer the question what is the local distribution of EW compounds and what 
changes appear in the response to biotic stress (specialist insects feeding), vibrational 
spectroscopic imaging techniques were selected. To those tools belong FT-IR and Raman 
imaging, which have potential to provide information about the local variation of the 
molecular content in the examined sample. Both techniques were carefully tested considering 
chemical sensitivity and specificity. Although Raman measurements were performed under 
different experimental conditions in order to increase the detectability (by employing varying 
wavelengths of the operating laser), acquired spectra provided only information about the C-
H and C-C vibrations, which does not allow to differentiate chemical variation of EW 
constituents. For an example, Raman spectra acquired with the laser operating at 532 nm, 
exhibit bands at the wavelengths 2880 cm-1 2845 cm-1 corresponding to symmetric stretching 
( ) of C-H.  Deformation vibrations ( ) of CH3 and CH2 groups are found in the region 1465 
cm-1 and 1420 cm-1 respectively. Further vibrations of CH2 group (twisting) appear at 1296 
cm-1 and 1170 cm-1. Stretching vibrations of C-C are observed at 1135 cm-1, 1060 cm-1 and 
1032 cm-1 (Fig. 18, Table 2). The same information were acquired when using a laser 
excitation wavelength at 633 nm (Table 2, Table S2). The samples were prepared in the 
form of EW imprint on the ZnS sample target using the cryo-adhesive method. That sampling 
method could not be applied in experiments with the operating laser wavelength at 1064 nm, 
since higher concentration of analytes was necessary. Measurements were done for bulk 
samples according to protocol for GC-MS analysis. (Fig. 18, Table S3). Nevertheless, that 
approach has not enriched information available in Raman spectrum.   
The second technique that was employed was CARS imaging (Coherent Anti-Stokes 
Raman). Although CARS was successfully employed and the resonance signals were 
acquired (Fig. 19, 20), this tool have potential to provide images visualizing distribution of 
only C-H and C-C vibrations.  
Fig. 18 FT-Raman spectra of P. trichocarpa EW imprint (adaxial side) on the ZnS sample target, laser 
wavelength - 532 nm (A),  633 nm (B, C) (Green line indicates spectrum acquired on the leaf vein, blue line - 
area without the veins) and 1064 nm (D). Varying colors indicate subsequent measurements.   
This is due to the fact, that CARS signals appear exclusively for the vibrations that are 
Raman active and contribute to the strong bands. As a result, this technique did not 
contributed to enrichment of biologically relevant information.
Previous reports on employment of CARS in biological studies were mainly based on C-H 
and C-C vibrations as can be seen in the Table 3. Those vibrations are sufficient to 
differentiate lipids from proteins or to detect lipid droplets in animal tissue, but considering 
the chemistry of wax samples and the potential to detect more polar groups (C-O, C=O or 
OH present in long chain fatty acids, alcohols and esters), FT-IR appeared to be a superior 
technique. Furthermore, the major advantage of the Raman spectroscopy - the possibility to 
analyze samples containing water, did not play a role due to the sample preparation technique 
that was applied in the study. Investigations of processes taking place on the leaf surface after 
herbivore damage were eventually performed using mainly FT-IR mapping coupled with the 
multivariate statistical and SEM analysis. 
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 C-H 2725 Weak x 
 C=O 1710-1750 Weak x x x x 
 C=C 1620-1680 Medium x x x x 
 (CH3) 1465 Weak 













Table 2. Comparison of vibrations detected by Raman microspectroscopic analysis of EWs from P. trichocarpa
imprints or imprint extracts. Symbol x and  indicate absence and presence of given vibration respectively.  
Fig. 19 Bright field image of EW imprint (A) Raman pseudo-color  images at 2880 cm-1 (B) and at 2845 cm-1
(C)  showing distribution of compounds containing C-H groups. Lateral resolution - 5 μm.  
Fig. 20 Bright field images of  EW imprint (A, C) and CARS images at 2848 cm-1 – resonant signal showing 
distribution of compounds containing C-H groups (B) and at 2822 cm-1 – non resonant signal (D). 
References Technique Sample investigated Vibrations detected 
(Krafft et al., 2009) CARS 
Raman imaging 
Colon tissue, 10 μm C–H stretching vibration 
2850 cm-1, 1660 cm-1, 
1450 cm-1 and 1000 cm-1
(Potma and Xie, 2003) CARS Erytrocytes - single lipid 
bilayers, 2 μm 
C–H stretching vibration 
(Strehle et al., 2006) Raman Anise seeds C–H stretching vibration 
(Rinia et al., 2007) CARS Lipid phase transition C–H stretching vibration 
(Cheng et al., 2002) F,E,P,C-CARS Implementation of CARS ( 
four different 
configurations) in 
mapping of living cells 
F-CARS 
C–H stretching vibration 
(Bergner et al., 2009) CARS Quantitative detection of 
analytes (toluen C7H8) 
C–H stretching vibration 
(Rinia et al., 2008) CARS Visualization of the 
formation and growth of 
LDs 
C–H stretch region      C-C 
stretch region 
Table 3. Vibrations detected in various biological materials and in organic compound (toluene) using Raman 
and CARS microscopy. The list shows that vibrations that serve for Raman and CARS imaging belong mainly 
to C – H and C – C stretching mode, therefore are optimal for distinction lipids from other biomolecules (e.g. 
proteins), but deliver poor information considering distinction of different classes of compounds present in EWs 
(fatty alcohols, fatty acids, esters) with polar functional groups like O-H and C=O or C-O.   
FT-IR delivered chemical specificity
The most intense bands present in the FT-IR spectrum of epicuticular waxes (EWs) are at 
2917 cm-1 and 2849 cm-1 and they correspond to asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching  
mode of CH2 (methylene) groups (Dubis et al., 1999) (Fig. 21). These vibrations are 
accompanied by deformation vibration of CH2 groups, which can be found in the fingerprint 
region at 1462 cm-1 and 729 cm-1. High intensity of these bands is due to the dominance of 
CH2 groups in the EW components; hydrocarbons, fatty acids, alcohols and esters with chain 
lengths ranging from 16-54 carbon atoms, as shown by mass spectrometric analysis (Fig. 4, 
6).  Presence of these bands is therefore very typical for all those long chain aliphatic 
compounds and can not be used as a diagnostic marker for differentiation of specific groups 
of compounds. 
Fig. 21 FT-IR absorption spectrum. Aliphatic EW constituents – alkanes, fatty alcohols, esters exhibit vibration 
at 2955, 2916, 2848, ~ 1462 and ~ 729, 719 cm-1(CH3 and CH2), ~3270 cm-1  (  OH), 1734 cm-1 (  C=O),~ 1250 
– 1030 cm-1 (  C–O). 
For this purpose, IR spectroscopy is a superior technique over Raman spectroscopy, since 
Raman spectra of EWs are dominated by C-H and C-C bond stretching, therefore not very 
informative. In contrast, functional groups present in alcohols, esters, fatty acids are IR-
active and thus detectable. Esters, one of the main groups of compounds present in EWs of 
Populus trichocarpa and fatty acids can be identified due to carbonyl groups found in the 
fingerprint region of FT-IR spectrum. Distinguishable bands for C=O groups occur at 1735 
cm-1 and 1714 cm-1 which fits to the typical frequency for esters (1725 - 1750 cm-1) and fatty 
acids (1700 - 1725 cm-1) (Dubis et al., 1999; van de Voort et al., 2001). Alcohols 
representing additional prominent constituents of EWs exhibit commonly very broad band at 
around 3580 - 3200 cm-1 due to OH stretching (Socrates, 1994). This band is present in the 
FTIR spectrum with the absorption maximum at 3364 cm-1. A very informative region 
located in the low frequencies between 700 - 1500 cm-1 provides further confirmation of EW 
chemical composition. Those series of bands in the fingerprint region have moderate-to-weak 
intensities, some bands are broad. However, these bands’ features are explainable 
considering the very thin layer of EWs (in the range of hundred nanometers (Fig. 3)) and the 
chemical complexity of the sample.  
In all analyzed wax samples (control leaves as well as after insect feeding) bands in the 
fingerprint region corresponding to the CH2 vibration belong to the most prominent one and 
are at the constant frequencies. The scissoring band for CH2 is present at 1462-63 cm-1 and 
the methylene rocking vibration for CH2 appeared at 720 cm-1 and 729-31 cm-1 as doublets. 
They are indicators of an orthorhombic arrangement of alkyl chains and their shape depends 
on the phase behavior of cuticular waxes (Merk et al., 1997). Significant are also bands 
corresponding to C-O stretching vibration, which are present in alcohols, acids and esters. 
The EWs of P. trichocarpa are specially rich in alcohols and esters, therefore we can expect 
that bands appearing in the range 1000 – 1300 cm-1 can be assigned to the C-O stretching 
mode present in those groups of compounds (Stewart, 1996). In the spectrum are present 
bands that are characteristic for long chain aliphatic esters; asymmetric stretching vibration 
C-O can be found near 1161 cm-1 and asymmetric stretching vibration C-O near 1075 cm-1. A 
symmetric deformation band for CH3 normally found in esters near 1375 cm-1 as well as a 
deformation band for CH2 from the  -CH2-C(O)-O- group near 1420 cm-1 (Socrates, 1994) is 
also present (at 1374 cm-1 and at 1419 cm-1 respectively). Bands characteristic for primary 
alcohols related to C-O stretching are normally found at 1090-1000 cm-1 and occur in the 
overlapping region; nevertheless presence of alcohols is already confirmed by a broad band 
corresponding to OH stretching at 3364 cm-1 (Table 4). 
Deposition of EWs is detectable on the damage boarder after 6h 
In imaging experiments, EWs were isolated from the P. trichocarpa leaves after feeding of 
C. populi and samples were scanned over the area where damage was present (e.g. 750/500 
μm). Subsequently, FT-IR chemical maps were generated by integration of defined spectral 
regions corresponding to the characteristic vibrations. Increased absorbance intensities were 
observed on the damaged areas when compared with the rest of the EW area (Fig. 22). 
Further studies aimed to better understand those processes and determine the temporal 
dependence of the observed changes. 
Bright field images show that the process of EW accumulation takes place on the border line 
where the leaf tissue was damaged by the insects’ feeding (Fig. 23). The thickness and the 
expansion of a supplementary wax coverage depends on the time window available for the  
Fig. 22 FT-IR pseudo color images (750/500 μm, x, y = 80 μm) of EWs isolated from the P.trichocarpa 
leaves after C. populi feeding. In the injury boarder (green arrows) absorption of different chemical groups is 
significantly higher in comparison to the rest of the sample. 
healing process, and is distinctive particularly between 6 h, 24 h and 72 h or 15 days. 1 h 
after the damage, the deposition is not detectable by the applied techniques. After 6 h the 
changes on the damage border start to be recognizable under the light microscope and 
characteristic chemical profile is detectable by FT-IR measurements (Fig. 24). Within 24 h 
these changes become well distinguished and depositions of ca. 50 -200 μm broad wax layers 
are clearly visible. The morphology of these wax deposits vary, as can be seen in the Fig. 23
and Fig. 25. The thickness measurements could not be performed with high precision, but the 
estimated thickness reaches ca. 1 μm. The wax deposition visible in the light micrographs 
helped to interpret chemical maps generated by IR scanning. It is worth to stress, that the 
distribution maps are derived from the integrating selective wavenumbers; however, they do 
not represent a single constituent. It is due to the fact, that chemical  
Fig. 23 Bright field images of EWs isolated at the different time windows after C. populi feeding. EWs 
accumulate on the damage boarder (marked by the green line) of the damage caused by insects. For comparison: 




Fig. 24 FT-IR pseudo color images of EW imprint (isolated from P. trichocarpa leaves after C. populi feeding) 
at the different time windows after damage; 1h (A), 6h (B), 24 (C,D), 15 days (E). Figure (F) represents EWs 
after mechanical damage (24h). Distributions of the band intensities in the defined spectral regions exhibit 
distinctive pattern on the damage boarder (black line).  
Fig. 25   EWs of P. trichocarpa after C. populi feeding. EWs accumulate on the boarder (green arrows) of the 
damage caused by insects. Bright field images (A, B, C - scale bar: 50μm) and SEM micrograph (E - scale bar: 
2μm). For comparison: rest of the sample (white arrows) and D – control sample (without insect damage).  
compounds rarely exhibit one diagnostic absorption that is specific for this constituent and 
not present in any of the other accompanying compounds.  This is particularly relevant in 
biological samples where chemical complexity is a common feature.  
Chemical functional group maps acquired over the EW imprint show that the highest 
absorption (represented by orange colour) of a variety of infrared active chemical groups 
(such as OH, CH, CO) is detected in the damage line (Fig. 24). It is this area, where rigid cell 
walls are damaged so that the leaf tissue integrity is destroyed; therefore the regeneration 
processes must be intense. The absorption gradually decreases and is the lowest in the area 
most distant from the damage site (blue colour). These healing processes occurring on the 
wounded area involve chemical changes which have not only quantitative nature (represented 
by higher bands intensity), but also band shifts are observable (Table 4). For instance, the 
maximum absorption of OH in the spectrum acquired on the injury border (that describes the 
site where leaf tissues was damaged by the insect feeding) is shifted from 3364 cm-1 to a 
lower frequency of 3303 cm-1. Further variances are located in the frequency window 
between 950 cm-1 and 1750 cm-1. The bands assigned to C-O stretching modes at 1170 cm-1
is shifted to 1161 cm-1 and that at 1538 cm-1 is shifted to 1549 cm-1 in the wounding border. 
Additionally, comparing with the control sample two bands at 1234 cm-1 and at 991 cm-1, 
appear in the injury region. On the other hand, in contrast to the control spectrum, the band 
corresponding to C=O stretching vibration characteristic for carboxylic acids is absent. Band 
at 1734 cm-1 assigned to C=O stretching vibration of esters is still present, as well as two 
bands due to C-O stretching modes at around 1076 and 1044 cm-1 occur in both samples.  
The distinction of the spectra acquired on the damage boarder is confirmed by multivariate 
statistics. For this approach, unsupervised Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA) was 
employed.  HCA is based on finding the smallest ‘distances’ between the spectra, thus 
allowing to segment the spectra on the basis of subtle differences in the spectra features like 
band shape. Five and four clusters from the second-derivative spectra were generated over 
different spectral windows; 700 – 4000 cm-1 and 1750 – 1030 cm-1 (Fig. 26). The mean 
cluster spectra, which are encoded in the same colours as the clusters, are presented in the 
Fig. 27. The spectra on the damage area exhibit distinct features in comparison to the spectra 
acquired from the rest of the sample, therefore HCA segmented these spectra into separate 
clusters. Notably, there are two clusters in the damage area, which indicates that there are 
detectable differences in spectral features between the spectra acquired on the damage border 
and in the distance of ca. 100-200 μm from this line. This suggests that chemical changes that 
accompany regeneration processes have complex nature.  
Band Position [cm-1] 
Control Damaged 
Assignment Reference 
3364 3303 O –H stretch (Socrates, 1994) 
2917 2917 C –H stretch (Dubis et al., 1999) 
2849 2849 C –H stretch (Dubis et al., 1999) 
1735 1735 C = O stretch (van de Voort et al., 2001)
1714 - C = O stretch (van de Voort et al., 2001) 
1656 1656 Amide I; N –H deform. (Arrondo and Goñi, 1999) 
1538 1549 Amide II; N –H deform. (Arrondo and Goñi, 1999) 
1463 1463 C –H deform. (Merk et al., 1997) 
1419 1419 C –H deform. from CH2 (Socrates, 1994) 
1374 1374 C –H deform. from CH3 (Socrates, 1994) 
- 1234 C –O stretch (Socrates, 1994) 
1170 1161 C –O stretch (Stewart, 1996) 
1076 1076 C –O stretch (Stewart, 1996) 
1044 1044 C –O stretch (Socrates, 1994) 
- 991 C –O stretch (Maréchal and Chanzy, 2000) 
731 731 C –H deform. (Merk et al., 1997) 
720 720 C –H deform. (Merk et al., 1997) 
Table 4  Summary of IR bands observed in the EW layer of control and damaged by insect feeding leaves.  
Band shifts are observed (eg. for  OH and the  NH - amide II) as well as appearance of some bands in the 
damaged leaves (eg.  CO at 1234 cm-1 and 991 cm-1). 
Fig. 26 Bright field image of  EW imprint (isolated from leaves damaged by C. populi) (A); FT-IR pseudo-color 
image obtained from hyperspectral data via HCA, 5 clusters 700 – 4000 cm-1 (B); 3 clusters 1750 – 1030 cm-1
(C); distribution of the absorbance integrated area under the 1080 – 1030 cm-1  spectral region (D). Color codes 
represent the segmentation.  
Fig. 27  Average FT-IR mean HCA cluster spectra of the regions shown in the same color for  5 HCA clusters 
(A) and 3 HCA clusters (B) 
FT-IR imaging and selective sampling method allows to investigate the leaf surface 
comprehensively  
Different plant species commonly create a thin layer of EWs and in P. trichocarpa this layer 
is of few hundred nm thick as was shown by SEM (Fig. 3). Detection of subtle changes 
taking place on such a thin layer would encounter difficulties, when the whole leaf is taken 
for the investigation. Such an approach would also encounter typical obstacles due to 
interference from the inner leaf tissue or additionally, from fixatives in case of prior tissue 
fixation (Walsh et al., 2007). Therefore, prior isolation of EWs using an effective and highly 
selective technique represents the best suitable strategy and allowed the detection of 
processes occurring on the leaf surface after herbivore damage. Furthermore, the employed 
sampling procedure allowed to limit problems with the sample thickness variation, which is 
commonly present when samples are prepared as cross sections (Salzer and Siesler, 2009). 
Moreover, the exclusive isolation of the EW layer and its thickness of less than a few 
hundred nanometers ( Fig. 3) enabled measurements in a transmission mode. Due to these 
advantages and considering the IR wavelength range used for the measurements, the risks of 
non-Beer-Lambert absorption  caused by Mie-Type scattering (Mohlenhoff et al., 2005) or 
the electric field standing wave effect were eliminated (Filik et al., 2012). Both processes 
may lead to artifacts in the FT-IR spectra of biological samples.  
The relevant aspect of the presented results is the fact, that FT-IR chemical maps as well as 
SEM micrographs represent a direct visualization of processes occurring in vivo. The entire 
feeding experiment was performed in vivo while taking special care that the only stress factor 
applied to the plants was insect feeding. Additional  stress factors, which could originate 
from the bioassays setup, like limitation of the light access, barriers for natural gas exchange 
(necessary for photosynthesis, respiration and transpiration), or mechanical stress through 
usage of relatively heavy traps were effectively eliminated (additional details are available in 
the section ‘Material and methods’).  
The chemical composition of P. trichocarpa EWs was investigated by means of MALDI-
TOF-MS and GC-MS techniques (Chapter II, Section 2.2.1). However, those techniques 
allowed analyzing only bulk samples without providing information about the spatial 
distribution of surface compounds. Employing FT-IR microspectroscopy provided possibility 
to fill this gap and to acquire spatially resolved and chemically specific information without 
subsequent sample modifications (staining, labelling) as well as in a direct and non-
destructive manner. 
FT-IR spectra acquired for selectively isolated EWs of P. trichocarpa are rich in information; 
several bands characteristic for particular EW constituents provided confirmation for the 
presence of characteristic chemical groups. Prior mass spectrometric analysis allowed 
proposing detailed assignments for most of the bands. The most intense bands were 
corresponding to CH2 groups abundant in all wax constituents, whereas bands assigned to 
OH, C=O and C-O vibrations allowed to confirm the presence of adequate functional groups 
that occur in the aliphatic primary alcohols, acids and esters (Fig. 21).  
FT-IR spectroscopy also appeared to be a valuable technique for monitoring leaf surface 
chemistry after insect infestation. FT-IR spectra of samples originating from the leaves 
damaged by C. populi exhibit notable variances, not only higher absorption but also band 
shifts are observable. The frequency for OH absorption is shifted from 3364 cm-1 in a native 
sample to 3303 cm-1 in an injury border. These band shifts suggest structural arrangements 
within the newly deposited wax compounds. The intermolecular hydrogen bonding belongs 
to one of the most plausible structure modifications and is best observable by FT-IR 
spectroscopy (Kondo and Sawatari, 1996). It is known, that the OH stretching vibration 
frequency is lowered when hydrogen bonding occurs (Wong et al., 1989). Increase of 
hydrogen bond strength is displayed by an increase in OH band  intensity (Maréchal and 
Chanzy, 2000). Furthermore it is reported that intermolecular hydrogen bonds are present in 
plant waxes and that they exert an impact on molecular structure of waxes (Reynhardt, 1997). 
Intermolecular bonding may appear between esters – alcohols, esters – fatty acids or in fatty 
acids and alcohol dimers. From MS analysis (Fig 4, 5) we know that all those compounds, 
particularly alcohols and esters are abundantly present in the EW of P. trichocarpa. Also 
presented in this study FT-IR data confirm presence of these aliphatic components. Alcohols 
belong to long chained and esters to very long chained compounds (number of carbon atoms 
is in the range of 24 - 32 and 40 – 54 respectively). Hydrogen bonds lead to bridging of 
adjacent shorter chains (fatty acids, alcohols) by longer ester chains, which prevents phase 
separation and increases the melting point. This bridging does not occur in the case of 
paraffinic wax or standard mixtures with the similar chain-length distribution as plant waxes 
(Reynhardt, 1997).   
Further variances are located in the frequency window between 950 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1. 
Bands due to C-O stretching modes at around 1170, 1076 and 1044 cm-1 occur in both 
samples, whereas a band at 991 cm-1 that accompanies those bands only in the damaged leaf 
surface, may correspond to C-O stretching modes in primary alcohols (Socrates, 1994). 
Together with a weak band at 1018 cm-1, they suggest several conformations of primary 
alcohols (Maréchal and Chanzy, 2000), which are revealed in newly deposited waxes. 
Plausible factors that lead to those variations in spectroscopic features apart from hydrogen 
bonding and conformational changes could also belong to positional linkage differences 
(Ribeiro da Luz, 2006). 
Water next to the intense OH stretching band near 3288 cm-1 exhibits also a HOH bending 
feature at 1633 cm-1. However, as mentioned before, the samples were vacuum dried in order 
to limit water interference. Thus, the OH stretching band observed in the spectrum originates 
from constituents of EW layer (mainly alcohols) which can be confirmed by the presence of 
C-O vibrations in the fingerprint region (Table 4).  Bands near 1656 cm-1 may be related to 
amide I due to C=O stretching and contribution from C-N stretching vibration or 
antisymmetrical stretching of –COO- (Villena et al., 2000). However, we find also a band at 
around 1538 cm-1 which may correspond to amide II due to N-H deformation and  
contribution from C-N stretching vibration (Arrondo and Goñi, 1999; Sene et al., 1994). Both 
frequencies also fit into the range characteristic for free amino acids, namely NH3+  
asymmetric (1656 cm-1 ) and symmetric (1538 cm-1 ) deformation vibration (Socrates, 1994). 
Amide I and amide II bands detected on the leaf surface would suggest the presence of 
proteins. Interestingly, band shift from 1538 cm-1 to 1549 cm-1 in the damaged samples may 
suggest changes in the protein structure (Arrondo and Goñi, 1999; Sene et al., 1994). There 
are reports in the literature about proteins found on the leaf surface (Pyee et al., 1994). It is 
also hypothesized that proteins may be involved in the wax transport from the epidermal cells 
onto the leaf surface. Most plausible candidates named by many authors are lipid transport 
proteins (LTP) (Kunst and Samuels, 2009; Lee and Suh, 2012; Pyee et al., 1994). On the 
other hand, presence of free amino acids on the leaf surface can not be excluded as well.  
The processes of wax deposition observed in the present study can be compared with the few 
studies on wax regeneration processes (Koch et al., 2009b; Koch et al., 2004; Neinhuis et al., 
2001). Epicuticular waxes in those studies were mechanically removed (usually using glue) 
and growth of wax layers was investigated using SEM and AFM. Authors observed that 
during the initial stage of wax formation, the deposited material has a form of patches (also 
termed ‘terraces’), which are generated on different areas. In the later stages these patches 
expand. In the present study, it was also observed that new wax layers do not create 
continuous strips along the damage border, but form irregular aggregates that vary in the 
thickness and are separated by a thin wax film (Fig 23, 25). Alternatively, they create rather 
continuous layers which are however, significantly thicker in comparison to the rest of the 
sample. The deposition is limited mainly to the injury border, which is not surprising, since it 
is an area where the tissue integrity is disrupted and plant investments are largely directed to 
strengthen these weak points.  
In the present study, the deposition of additional EW layers was detectable after 6 hours and 
the thickness of wax deposits increased further within 24 hours. Wound-related genes are 
usually induced after few minutes to several hours (León et al., 2001). The healing process 
on the leaf surface is detectable by applied techniques in 6h after the leaf damage.  This 
suggests, that genes involved in the biosynthesis of complex EW constituents and wax 
transport to the leaf surface need to be activated in the early stage. As a consequence, wax 
deposition process can be described as an ‘early process’. Confirmation of that can be found 
in the wax regeneration studies, where AFM with the potential to acquire higher spatial  
resolution micrographs (in comparison with SEM) was employed. Very early steps of wax 
growth (after 4-13 min from the mechanical wax removal) could be examined and 
differences of a few nanometres could be detected (Koch et al., 2009a; Koch et al., 2004). 
These authors observed that waxes start to regenerate immediately after mechanical wax 
removal and within 6 hours 40% of initial wax amount was regenerated. However, 
regenerated wax crystals were smaller in size and varying in structure. Regeneration of the 
complete wax film took place after 10 hours and a multilayer of wax film could be detected 
after 20 hours. This underlines that protection provided by highly non-polar EW layer is 
crucial for the leaf survival and the process of EW regeneration as well as its supplementary 
deposition on the wounding area belong to the important healing processes.  
The deposition of EWs on the damaged site can be considered as one stage of the repair 
processes that is initiated by the plant after insect feeding. A comparable process is observed 
in the human skin, where formation of clot provides protection of wound tissues by plugging 
the defective area (Martin, 1997). It is also known, that plant in response to tissue damage 
induces mechanisms aiming wound closure (Schaller, 2008). Suberin - lipophilic biopolymer 
and main compound of cork (tissue with multiple layers of dead cells) is actively involved in 
that process. It seals the cell walls and prevents water loss and infections by bacterial and 
fungal pathogens (Cottle and Kolattukudy, 1982; Soler et al., 2007). The substances that are 
observed in the present study to accumulate at the injury site, can not be assigned to suberin. 
It is due to the fact, that suberin is deposited within the cell wall and not on the most outer 
cuticle layer (Höfer et al. 2008; Molina et al., 2009; Schaller, 2008). As can be seen in the 
scheme (Fig. 1), any cellular constituents are located below the cuticle. Sampling methods 
employed in the present study allow to isolate only the most outer cuticle layer - EW layer, 
without contribution of any compounds from the layers below the cuticle. Further, one of the 
main constituents of suberin is aromatic polyester (Cottle and Kolattukudy, 1982). Aromatic 
rings present in phenolic domains would show characteristic absorption in the region 1600-
1585 cm-1 due to carbon-carbon stretching (Socrates, 1994). That vibration however was not 
detected in the FT-IR spectra, which excludes presence of aromatic compounds.  
Those arguments indicate that observed process is based on deposition of EWs, and not 
suberin. This further leads to the conclusion, that selective sampling method allowed to 
detect new wound-healing process. EW deposition at the injury site provides effective 
diffusion barrier, thus plays similar role as suberinization. Its significance in plant defense is  
additionally enhanced, since  that process takes place on the plant-environment interface.     
Interestingly, processes of EW deposition was not observed after mechanical damage of the 
leaf (Fig. 24 F), suggesting that there is selectivity in activating wax deposition processes. It 
is known from the literature, that physical damage and the damage caused by herbivore 
infestation induce different plant responses that vary in their biochemical nature (Maffei et 
al., 2007). In the latter, perception of elicitors deriving from insects and inducing plant 
defence responses is involved. During pure physical damage elicitors are obviously not 
present. This in turn suggests the existence of signalling pathways that link perception of 
elicitors and activation of wax deposition processes. The question why pure physical damage 
does not activate similar processes is a subject for further investigations.  
For some samples, wax deposition was not observed even after insect damage (data not 
shown), which suggests that (1) the process did not took place, (2) it occurred but in a minor 
grade and therefore was not detectable by the applied techniques, (3) the injury border was 
not transferred to the sample target (ZnS window) during the sample preparation procedure. 
Considering the fact that the border is in the range of 50-200 μm and the transfer of EW is 
mechanical, the third option can be a plausible factor. Nevertheless, in the wax regeneration 
studies, authors also reported that regeneration of wax film investigated on the whole leaf in 
some cases did not occur (Koch et al., 2009b; Koch et al., 2004; Neinhuis et al., 2001). 
Similarly, the amount of regenerated wax is also an altering factor, depending on the plant 
species. Only in one species out of the 24 examined, the waxes were fully restored (Neinhuis 
et al., 2001). Further, plant developmental stage plays also a role, and in fully developed 
leaves the regeneration processes may completely not occur.   
In the early reports, two hypothesis of wax deposition were presented: the pore hypothesis 
and the diffusion hypothesis (Anton et al., 1994). The existence of pores in the cuticle was 
suggested in very early studies (in 1871 by de Bary) and although some later studies aimed to 
deliver supporting evidence (Miller, 1982), this concept is still a matter of debates. A second 
group of scientists postulated a mechanism based on diffusion of waxes dissolved in a 
volatile solvent or water through the cell wall and cuticle (Neinhuis et al., 2001). 
Interestingly, in the present study as well as in previous ones, the regeneration process did 
not occur in some cases (within one plant species as well as among different species), which 
may implicate that passive diffusion is not a conceivable mechanism of EW transport to the 
cuticle surface. The distinct chemistry of intracuticular waxes located beneath the EW layer 
is also an argument that needs to be considered. Furthermore, recent studies identified the 
first transcription factor regulating wax biosynthesis (MYB96) and authors prompt to 
discover other key players in controlling the deposition of waxes not only throughout the 
plant development, but also under diverse biotic and abiotic stresses (Bernard and Joubes, 
2013).  
3.2.2 High resolution TOF-SIMS imaging reveals co-aggregation of Populus 
trichocarpa leaf surface compounds  
Mass spectrometry imaging for P. trichocarpa leaf surface analysis
Mass spectrometry imaging became a powerful technique in different disciplines, including 
medical diagnostics, where it is applied to differentiate diseased from healthy tissues (Schone 
et al., 2013). MS allows parallel analysis of hundreds of biomolecules, belonging to different 
molecular classes, thus, providing a specific molecular profile, which serves classification 
purposes. MS imaging provides much more information than traditional histological 
approaches and therefore may be applied for detection of early stages of diseases, which is 
not achievable by standard tools. In the present study, two imaging MS techniques were 
applied: MALDI-TOF-IMS (matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight 
imaging mass spectrometry) and high resolution TOF-SIMS (time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectrometry). In those techniques the sample area is scanned point by point and each 
pixel of an image represents one spectrum, which contains a number of peaks (depending on 
sample complexity) at defined mass values and intensities. Although MALDI is a first choice 
MS imaging technique, progress over last decade enormously extended the capability of 
SIMS and at present this technique contributes to molecular characterization of complex 
organic and biological materials (Winograd, 2005). 
The challenge of the MS imaging experiments for the leaf surface studies derived from two 
aspects: (1) long chain compounds consisting mainly of CH2 groups are not easily ionized; 
(2) the low thickness of the EW layer of only a few hundred nanometers (standard thickness 
of tissue sections employed in the MS imaging is 10-20 μm (Goodwin, 2012)) severely limits 
the available material for ionization. Nevertheless, both MS imaging techniques delivered 
good quality data (Fig. 28, 29). Cumulative spectra exhibited relatively high S/N ratio and 
many ions were detected, thus localization of many surface compounds could be determined.  
For the MALDI-TOF-MS imaging, entire sample was treated by a matrix (light-absorbing 
organic acid with low molecular weight). Selection of an appropriate matrix is a crucial step, 
since it drastically affects the ionization efficiency and subsequent detection of analytes. 
LiDHB was successfully applied in lipidomic research, including plant waxes (Vrkoslav et 
al., 2010), and was consequently chosen for all MALDI experiments. 



















Fig. 28  MALDI-TOF-MS cumulative spectrum and pseudo-color images in the positive ion mode (with 
LiDHB matrix) of EW imprint (cryo-adhesive method). The color scale indicates signal intensity values for 
each m/z; dark blue and red corresponds to the minimum and the maximum signal intensity respectively. Alk - 
alkanes, Alc - alcohols, WE - wax esters. Pixel size of 200 um. Scale bar - 5mm 
Fig. 28 shows a cumulative spectrum and representative MALDI-TOF-MS images of the 
scanned leaf surface area which represent  plots of an ion intensity at  defined m/z values 
versus their (x,y) position. Because one of the significant advantages of MALDI is ionization 
of large molecules, it was possible to detect not only ions assigned to alkanes (nonacosane 
C29, triacontane C30, and hentriacontane C31) and alcohols (triacontanol C30), but also wax 
esters with m/z above 600 Da.  Generated MALDI images for particular m/z values 
demonstrate the heterogeneous distribution of EW constituents. In the Fig. 28 those regions 
are marked by the circles. The color scale corresponds to varying ion intensities, the red color 
indicates high intensity, and the moderate to low intensity is indicated by the green and blue 
color respectively. However, this observable heterogeneity might also be a consequence of 
factors that cannot be excluded in the experiments: (1) possible variations in the thickness of 
the EW layer, or (2) matrix application – differences in the co-crystallization process and 
thus ionization efficiency over the sample area. Both those plausible sources of heterogeneity 
need to be considered when interpreting the data. Due to the relatively low lateral resolution 
of MALDI IMS (200 μm) and sample treatment, conclusions about the spatial arrangement 
of wax constituents and their correlation can only be acquired when employing techniques 
that lack those two drawbacks.  
TOF-SIMS is one of the most promising imaging techniques, since in contrast to the widely 
employed MALDI-IMS, fine structural arrangement of compounds on the sample is not 
disturbed by matrix application. The common problem with the analyte diffusion during 
matrix application interrupts the desired information about the local distribution of analytes 
(Amstalden van Hove et al., 2010).  Superiority of this method is also demonstrated by the 
fact, that SIMS is able to provide nanometer scale spatial resolution, which is not achievable 
by MALDI –IMS. Furthermore, TOF-SIMS imaging has been successfully employed in 
examining lipids (Passarelli and Winograd, 2011b) including lipid-related diseases (Tahallah 
et al., 2008).    
TOF-SIMS demonstrated co-aggregation of surface compounds  
In the secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), the high energy primary ion beam allows 
desorption and ionization of analytes from the defined sample area. Secondary ions are 
released from the surface, directed to the mass spectrometer and a mass spectrum is acquired 
for each measured position. Similar as in MALDI, generated false color images represent the 
spatial intensity distribution of defined m/z values, which can correspond to a certain 
compound. Considering the priority of cluster ion sources over traditional monoatomic 
sources, SIMS experiments were performed with a bismuth cluster ion source (Bi+, Bi3+). It 
provides equivalent emission currents, focus, and lifetime as the Ga ion, and simultaneously 
lacks main drawbacks of monoatomic ions sources such as extensive molecular 
fragmentation and surface destruction (Touboul et al., 2005).   
For the high resolution SIMS imaging, two approaches were utilized: the first one employed 
a larger sample area (700x700 μm) with a short pulse duration, thus, enabling high mass 
resolution (Fig. 31), while the second aimed to scan only a small sample area (100x100 μm) 
in order to obtain better visualization of compound distribution, however at the expense of 
the mass resolution (Fig. 32, 34). Thus, the first approach was used initially to facilitate the 
ion peak assignments. In the next step, measurements of smaller sample area allowed precise 
localization of well-defined ions and confirmed the presence of characteristic features on the 
sample surface. Moreover, independent and dependent comparisons of the results were 
performed. Dependent comparisons were employed in case of measures of the same 
biological sample at different points of time. Independent experiments were used when 
samples from different leaves were analyzed. Their application aimed to reinforce and 
confirm the structural arrangement observed in the initial results.  
It is worth to underline, that the sampling procedure allowed preserving the structural 
integrity of the isolated metabolites and their quantitative representations. No treatment was 
applied on the sample surface. Thus, spatially resolved analysis allowed determining the 
distribution of detected ions and demonstrating possible correlation between the different 
wax constituents. 
The initial step was to analyze the mean SIMS mass spectrum (Fig. 29), which displays the 
mean intensity of each mass across the entire dataset and served for the generation of all 
molecular images. SIMS spectra interpretation is more challenging in comparison to  
Fig. 29 TOF-SIMS spectrum of EWs isolated from the adaxial side of P. trichocarpa leaves using cryo-
adhesive isolation method on Si wafer. Negative mode, Bi3+ primary ion source. 
conventional EI spectra. Ions in the SIMS experiment are more highly vibrationally excited 
than the ions in a conventional EI mass spectrometer (Thiel and Sjövall, 2011), thus ions may 
undergo more unusual and rare fragmentations and rearrangements. As a consequence, it is 
difficult to interpret spectra of complex biological samples, without a priori knowledge about 
its chemistry (Spool, 2004). In the present study, the assignment of detected compounds in 
SIMS was facilitated due to the prior characterization of the molecular composition of EWs 
by GC-MS as well as MALDI-TOF-MS (Fig. 4, 5) and literature review (Miller et al., 2005; 
Siljeström et al., 2009). In order to confirm or at least reinforce mass assignments in SIMS, 
detected signals were compared with the separately analyzed reference compounds (Fig. 30).  
The SIMS technique is not equally sensitive to different molecule species; there may be 
orders-of-magnitude variances in ionization efficiency (Spool, 2004). Therefore, in 
comparison to the wide range of chemical classes detected by MALDI-TOF-MS and GC-MS, 
the SIMS spectra provided mainly information about the wax esters (Table 5). It is also 
worth to note, that all those techniques are based on different ionization processes, therefore 
they cannot be directly compared, but they provide complementary or overlapping 
information. Both techniques, where samples were prepared in a similar manner (EW  
Formula 





[M-H]- FA – (16:0) 
255,23 255,22 
C18H35O2
[M-H]-  FA – (18:0) 
283,27 283,25 
C20H39O2
[M-H]-  FA – (20:0) 
311,30 311,28 
C22H43O2
[M-H]- FA – (22:0) 
339,33 339,32 
C23H43O2
[M-H]-  FA – (23:1) 
351,31 351,35 
C23H45O2
[M-H]-  FA – (23:0) 
353,34 353,34 
C24H47O2
[M-H]-  FA – (24:0) 
367,36 367,35 
C26H51O2
[M-H]-  FA – (26:0) 
395,39 395,38 
C27H51O2
[M-H]-  FA – (27:1) 407,43 407,39 
C27H53O2 [M-H]-  FA – (27:0) 409,41 409,42 
C28H53O2 [M-H]-  FA – (28:1) 421,45 421,42 
C28H55O2 [M-H]-  FA – (28:0) 423,42 423,41 
C29H55O2 [M-H]-  FA – (29:1) 435,47 435,43 
C29H57O2 [M-H]-  FA – (29:0) 437,44 437,45 
C30H59O2 [M-H]
-  FA – (30:0) 451,45 451,44 
C31H61O2 [M-H]- FA – (31:0) 463,50 463,44 
C32H63O2 [M-H]
-  FA – (32:0) 479,48 479,46 
C44H88O2
[M-H]-  WE – (44:0)
647,67 647,65 
C46H92O2
[M-H]-  WE – (46:0)
675,70 675,68 
C47H94O2
[M-H]-  WE – (47:0)
689,72 689,70 
C48H96O2
[M-H]-  WE – (48:0)
703,73 703,71 
Table 5 Comparison of detected by TOF-SIMS (negative mode) m/z values with the theoretical masses of 
assigned compounds. 
Mass (u)

























































Fig. 30 TOF – SIMS spectrum of ethyl stearate, negative polarity. Strongest peak is observable for ion 
fragment: C18H35O2- corresponding to stearic acid [M-H]-, which indicates that esters undergo decomposition 
under SIMS conditions. 
imprints using the cryo-adhesive method), allowed to detect similar wax esters; C44 – C48. 
Those esters are most abundantly present in EWs of P.trichocarpa as can be seen in Fig. 4. 
The MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum was acquired for highly concentrated samples of EWs 
(obtained by pulling EW imprints with organic solvent and final solvent evaporation). As a 
result, detection of less abundant wax constituents was also possible, resulting in the whole 
series of wax ester homologues from C40 – C54 to be found. It is also worth to note, that 
ionization yield for both techniques (MALDI and SIMS) is usually lower than 0.01%, which 
results in loss of major ions that remain undetected (Benabdellah et al., 2010). 
In addition to intact esters, a series of peaks with masses that can correspond to the molecular 
formula CH3(CH2)xCOO-  (x = 14 – 30) were found in the negative secondary ion mass 
spectra. They were assigned to species originating from wax ester decomposition. This 
interpretation was supported by (1) GC-MS analysis, where free fatty acids were detected 
only in the range of C16 – C18 (with the traces of C13 – C15), (2) the fact that esters belong to 
wax constituents that are most amenable for ionization, (3) previous report on lipids 
investigated by SIMS demonstrated a wide range of fatty acids detected in cuticular waxes 
(Thiel and Sjövall, 2011), and finally (4) measurements of authentic standards that showed 
that esters undergo decomposition to fatty acid ions (Fig. 30).  
Although during ionization some esters remained intact (WE C44 – C48), it appears that most 
of them were partly decomposed. Under SIMS conditions they lost alkyl group and only 
carboxylate ion (FA C20 – C32) could be detected (Table 5). All those ions with defined m/z
value were selected to display the wax constituent images. Only the high quality mass 
spectral peaks were chosen for image construction whereas weak peaks were omitted from 
the analysis. Fig. 32 represents the whole set of images acquired for one sample whereas Fig. 
31 and 34 show only representative images for selected m/z values. In order to achieve better 
view on the characteristic features for m/z = 423, it is recommended to refer to the electronic 
version of the figures.  Due to the fact that SIMS imaging was performed with the high 
spatial resolution (100 pixels/mm), heterogenous distribution of EW constituents could be 
here confirmed and investigated in more details.   
 The false color intensity maps visualize that fragment ion peaks at m/z  311, 339, 351, 353, 
367 (FA C20 – C24) exhibit the same distribution pattern as ion peaks at m/z 647, 675, 689, 
703 corresponding to intact esters (Fig. 32). Co-localization of those ions is clearly visible in 
the SIMS images in a form of bright spots, which are distinguishable from the relatively 
homogenous background and are found to be similar for defined m/z. The same observations 



































































































m/z  367 m/z  423
Fig. 31 TOF – SIMS pseudo-color images showing the distribution of m/z 367 (A) and m/z 423 (B) assigned to
[M-H]-  of C24  and C28 fatty acids. Distinctive features in a form of bright spots are present in the images for 
m/z 423 (better observable in the electronic version). Images are generated using cumulative mass spectra 





















































































































Fig. 32 TOF – SIMS pseudo-color images showing the distribution of defined m/z values (from m/z 311 – 703
assigned to [M-H]-  of wax esters and fatty acids). Distinctive features in a form bright spots with dimensions of 
ca. 40 μm are observable. Scanned area: 100x100 μm, lateral resolution - 100 pixel/mm. Control: m/z 389. 
The second distribution pattern is observable for fragment ion peaks at m/z 395, 407, 409, 
421, 423, 435, 437, 451, 463, 479 (FA C26 – C32) (Fig 32). All ions in that range co-
aggregate. Intensity of those ions in the SIMS spectrum is lower than the intensity of ions 
exhibiting the first distribution pattern. It is postulated that this group of ions originate from 
less abundant wax esters, which were not detected by SIMS. It is worth to mention that when 
using MALDI, a wider range of wax esters was found (WE C40 – C54) (Fig. 4, 6) and that  
m/z  311 m/z  339 m/z  351
m/z  407m/z  395 m/z  409
m/z  435m/z  423 m/z  437
Fig. 33 Representative TOF – SIMS thresholded (pseudo-color) images showing the distribution of defined m/z
values. Distinctive features in a form of bright spots with particular spatial arrangement can be observed and 
classified into two groups; one consists of ions m/z 311 - m/z 367 and m/z 647 - m/z 703, the second group m/z
395 – m/z 479. Scanned area: 100x100 μm, lateral resolution - 100 pixel/mm.  
esters detected by SIMS (WE C44 – C46) belong to the most abundant.  It can also be 
suggested that if wax esters within the range of C47 – C54 were visible in the SIMS spectra 
and visual representation of their distribution was possible to acquire, their pattern could be 
the same as for the series of ions at m/z 395 - 479 (FA C26 – C32).  Thus, SIMS imaging 
provides at least some evidences for an in situ co-localization of wax compounds, an 













































































































Fig. 34 Representative TOF – SIMS pseudo-color images showing the same spatial distribution of ions with the 
m/z 311, m/z 339 and m/z 674 and distinctive arrangement of m/z 423. Figures A and B represent different 
samples. Scanned area: 100x100 μm, lateral resolution - 100 pixel/mm.  
Fig. 35  SEM micrographs of P. trichocarpa EW imprint after SIMS experiments confirming absence of 
morphological structures (including wax crystals) that would correspond to the observed features in the FT-IR 
images.   
Localized features that are observed in the SIMS images allow classification of the detected 
ions into two groups. To the first group belong ions assigned to fatty acids C20 – C24 and wax 
esters C44 – C48, whereas the second group was assigned to fatty acids C26 – C32.  From these 
observations we can speculate, that wax esters ranging from C44 to C48 can be transported to 
the leaf surface together, whereas the higher homologous, for instance above C48 may be 
transported together. Thus, chain length of wax compounds may determine their joined 
transport.   
The presence of two distinct distribution patterns (specific arrangement of bright spots that 
emerge from the homogenous background) is better visible in the images generated after 
employing thresholding (Fig. 33).  
It is known, that one or more EW constituents may form subtle microscopic structures - wax 
crystals. For instance,  epicuticular crystals in Eucalyptus, Poaceae consist of -diketones and 
nonacosan-10-ol forms crystals in Picea pungens (Jetter and Riederer, 1994). Extensive SEM 
analysis of P. trichocarpa leaf surface showed that EWs create continuous covering without 
pronounced structures (Fig. 3).  Thus, association of wax constituents aggregates observed in 
the SIMS images with the wax crystals is not plausible. Unambiguous evidence is also 
obtained by the size estimation of observed aggregations. They reach ca. 30-50 μm, whereas 
typical wax crystals are in the range from hundreds of nanometers to few micrometers (Jetter 
et al., 2006). Moreover, SEM images acquired after SIMS experiments for the same samples 
also revealed the absence of any wax crystals (Fig. 35).  
In order to confirm the molecular heterogeneity present within detected ions, imaging results 
have been complemented by bioinformatical tools. The data were reduced to the relevant for 
the analysis mass spectral features. Noise dependent on m/z was calculated, the baseline drift 
was subtracted from the spectrum, and subsequently interpolation was applied. Due to high 
quality spectra, the baseline was very low, and the false color images were of high quality 
even without employment of preprocessing steps. Fig. 36 represents images before and after 
preprocessing.  
Correlation analyses resulted in the determination of a correlation coefficient (r) that 
indicates the strength of a relationship between given m/z data. This factor was calculated for 
each of the two ion groups and allowed the validation of visual observations for the localized 
features in the SIMS images (Fig. 37, Table 6). High correlation between the local 
distribution of ions was found for m/z 339 with m/z 351 (r = 0.6449) and m/z 367 (r = 0.741) 
assigned to fatty acids C22, C23 and C24 respectively. Small to medium correlation index was 
calculated for m/z = 675 with m/z 339 (r = 0.299), m/z 351  m/z 367 and m/z 647 assigned to 
wax ester C46, fatty acids C22, C23, C24 and wax ester C44 respectively.     
High to medium correlation in local distribution was found for all detected ions from m/z 395 
to m/z 479 assigned to fatty acids C26 – C32 (Table 5,6). For example the medium correlation 
of ion at m/z 395 with ions at m/z 407 (r = 0.464) and m/z 409 (r = 0.407) as well as high 
correlation with m/z 423 (r = 0.579). Furthermore, the high correlation index confirmed the 
co-localization of ions at m/z 423 with m/z 407 (0.536). 
The co-localization of ions confirmed by correlation analysis demonstrates the spatial 
association between detected ions. SIMS images provide visual representation for the 
existence of two groups of distribution patterns; one for ions from m/z 311 to m/z 367 
assigned to fatty acids C20 – C24  and from m/z 647 to m/z 689 assigned to wax esters C44 to 
C48. And the second present among ions from m/z 395 to m/z 479 assigned to fatty acids C26 – 
C32. Correlation between defined ions of those two groups was reinforced by high to medium 
positive correlation indexes. Consequently, depending on the chain length of wax 
constituents their joint transport to the leaf surface might be a plausible scenario not only for 
the detected ions, but also for the rest of the EW compounds. Thus, it can be concluded, that 
EW constituents exhibit properties that favor aggregation. It is displayed either by formation 
of wax crystals observable in some plant species or aggregations that are plane in form and 
lack 3 dimensional characteristics as in case of Populus trichocarpa.








Fig. 36 TOF – SIMS pseudo-color images showing the distribution of m/z 422 and m/z 424 before pre-
processing steps (A) thresholded (B) and after pre-processing steps (C). Variables ordered and colored by 
correlation (D). Images after employing pre-processing deliver similar information as images generated from 
raw data. Scanned area: 100x100 μm, lateral resolution - 100 pixel/mm.  


















Fig. 37 Graphical representation of correlation analyses. The color scheme used in the scatter plot matrix 
represents the highest (pink) and the lowest correlation amongst variables (yellow). 
m/z 311 339 351 353 367 647 675 689 
          
311 1,00000 0,04668 0,03089 0,06587 0,04975 0,03190 0,01902 0,07774 
339 0,04668 1,00000 0,64499 0,010797 0,74156 0,14329 0,29908 0,04648 
351 0,03089 0,64499 1,00000 0,01769 0,59459 0,09414 0,20498 0,04454 
353 0,06587 0,01079 0,01769 1,00000 0,01729 0,01486 0,00696 0,08222 
367 0,04975 0,74156 0,59459 0,01729 1,00000 0,08249 0,20004 0,05546 
647 0,03190 0,14329 0,09414 0,01487 0,08249 1,00000 0,11147 0,01566 
675 0,01902 0,29908 0,20498 0,00696 0,20004 0,11147 1,00000 0,01566 
689 0,07774 0,04648 0,04454 0,08222 0,05546 0,01566 0,01073 1,00000 
m/z 395 407 409 421 423 
       
395 1,00000 0,46468 0,40737 0,34327 0,57965 
407 0,46468 1,00000 0,39703 0,28979 0,53607 
409 0,40737 0,39703 1,00000 0,36562 0,48011 
421 0,34327 0,28979 0,36562 1,00000 0,36281 
423 0,57965 0,53607 0,48011 0,36281 1,00000 
m/z 435 437 451 479 
      
435 1,00000 0,39536 0,02868 0,26123 
437 0,39536 1,00000 0,00761 0,2221 
451 0,02868 0,00761 1,00000 0,03647 
479 0,26123 0,2221 0,03647 1,00000 
Table 6. Correlation analyses result in determination of correlation coefficient (r) indicating strength of 
relationship between given m/z data. 
3.3 Conclusions  
Molecular imaging techniques become more and more widely used methods for the chemical 
mapping of various biological samples. Due to the constant technological progress in the 
instrumentation, they offer versatile tools for the detection and localization of wide range of 
analytes. Those techniques are non-invasive and provide further crucial advantages such as 
(1) molecular specificity without the usage of exogenous labels, (2) minimum sample 
preparation, (3) direct and parallel detection of different compound classes, (4) good or very 
good sensitivity, which for some techniques can be additionally increased by the sample 
treatments, (5) some techniques, such as SIMS allow depth profiling and 3D imaging 
(Vickerman, 2011). As a result, molecular imaging techniques have capabilities to provide 
information that cannot be obtained by other techniques. Their application in the leaf surface 
studies combined with the selective sampling methods provided spatially resolved chemical 
information.   
The EWs consist of compounds that are IR active, therefore FT-IR spectroscopy imaging 
appeared to be adequate technique to investigate processes taking place on the leaf surface 
after insect infestation. In the damaged area, formation of a multilayer of additional wax was 
detected in 6 h after insect infestation (confirmed also by light microscopy and SEM).  Those 
processes were accompanied by the chemical changes and involved increase of the 
absorption bands. Detected vibrations could be assigned to different chemical groups present 
in the EW components (mainly –CH, –OH, C-O). Moreover, injury area exhibited 
distinguishable IR spectra in comparison to the rest of the sample, which was reinforced by 
multivariate statistical analysis (HCA).  
Acquired results indicate that the EWs play an active role in the wound-healing process. 
Their deposition on the injury border protects leaf from the destructive consequences of the 
tissue damage (in particular excessive water loss).  Additionally, FT-IR analysis also suggest 
that the formation of new EW layers involves structural rearrangements where for instance 
hydrogen bonding or conformational changes could be of particular importance.  
In order to investigate the local distribution of individual surface compounds, it was 
necessary to employ analytical techniques with the potential to achieve better chemical 
selectivity and high spatial resolution. Mass spectrometry imaging techniques, MALDI-TOF-
MS and particularly TOF-SIMS fulfill those requirements and therefore were employed in 
the present study. The results show that although EWs of P. trichocarpa create a smooth 
layer (without wax crystals), discrete spatial differentiation exists within EW constituents. 
SIMS images demonstrated co-localization of ions detected on the leaf surface. They 
provided visual representation for the existence of two groups of distribution patterns; one 
occurring for ions assigned to fatty acids C20 – C24  and wax esters C44 - C48. The second is 
present among ions assigned to fatty acids C26 – C32. Correlation between defined ions of 
those two groups was reinforced by the high to medium positive correlation indexes. Spatial 
association between the detected ions assigned to wax esters depends on the chain length of 
those wax constituents. Thus, it can be postulated that transport of wax esters as well as other 
wax constituents from the cell to the cuticle surface may also be determined by the chain 
length. It will be a matter of further investigations with application of all available nowadays 
instrumentations for the high resolution imaging, to detect a wider range of wax constituents 
and determine their local distribution. Moreover, also alterations of the EW deposition and 
local arrangement in the diverse developmental stages and in the response to the 
environmental changes remain to be determined. Those studies will be very relevant for 
better understanding of complex processes on the leaf surface, since  P. trichocarpa is a 
sequenced plant and therefore investigations on genetic level are available as well.  
4. Chapter IV       Overall conclusions 
All terrestrial plants are covered by cuticle and its most outer layer that creates leaf surface is 
called epicuticular waxes (EWs).  This layer is a first line of interaction between the plant 
and the environment. Despite its crucial role in plant survival, for decades leaf surface was 
studied using sampling methods based on solvent extraction. In those methods, spatial 
discrimination of compounds in various cuticle layers was not preserved; moreover, 
secondary metabolites from the inner leaf tissue were often co-extracted as well. The main 
aim of the present study was to apply highly selective sampling methods and a variety of 
molecular imaging techniques in order to achieve more comprehensive knowledge about the 
leaf surface. Populus trichocarpa  (Torr. & Gray) - first long-lived tree that has been 
sequenced was selected as a model plant.   
For the chemical analysis and molecular imaging experiments, epicuticular waxes (EWs) 
were sampled by cryo-adhesive method, whereas studying the role of leaf surface in plant-
insect interaction was performed by a novel in vivo method - adhesive tape embedding. The 
performance of the developed method was carefully investigated and compared with the 
established in the literature methods for the mechanical EW removal. Adhesive tape 
embedding appeared to be a promising method for in vivo removal of EWs. It offers many 
advantages such as: (1) surface structures remain mainly intact, (2) simple handling, (3) 
removed wax layer is visible by naked eye. Consequently, it was applied in the behavioral 
experiments.   
Chemical characterization of EWs was performed by GC-MS as well as MALDI-TOF-MS. 
The latter technique allowed direct detection of high molecular mass compounds 
characteristic for plant waxes. The analysis were completed by FT-IR spectroscopy, which 
confirmed presence of several functional groups such as C=O, C-O and O-H. Those 
vibrations appeared in the frequency ranges corresponding to alcohols and esters. This 
complementary approach allowed to conclude, that EWs of P. trichocarpa consist of long 
chain fatty acids (C16, C18), very long chain saturated (C23-C34) and unsaturated alkanes (C25, 
C27, C29), alcohols (C24-C33) and esters (C40-C54).  
An interesting aspect from the ecological point of view was to answer the question if EWs of 
P. trichocarpa provide chemical cues in the host plant recognition process of the specialist 
leaf beetles, Chrysomela populi (Coleoptera: Chrysomelinae). This model system selected for 
the experiments represents a naturally occurring interaction between the host plant and the 
specialist herbivore. EW layer was mechanically and in vivo removed from the leaves and 
response of the beetles to treated and untreated leaves was tested in dual choice experiments. 
Results demonstrated that EWs do not play a role as decisive chemosensory cues, since leaf 
beetles were not only able to recognize their host plant after removal of EWs, but even 
preferred de-waxed leaves over controls. Furthermore, salicin - one of the candidate 
compounds that may serve as a feeding signal for C. populi was not detected among the 
selectively isolated surface compounds whereas it was present in the whole leaf extract of P. 
trichocarpa leaves.  
Complementary chemical characterization analysis of P. trichocarpa leaf surface was a first 
step for investigations aiming determination of the structural arrangement of EW compounds 
with the employment of molecular imaging techniques. Due to constant technological 
progress in the instrumentation, molecular imaging techniques offer versatile tools for the 
detection and localization of wide range of analytes. Those techniques are non-invasive and 
provide molecular specificity without usage of exogenous labels. They require minimum 
sample preparation and allow direct and parallel detection of different compound classes.  
At present such questions as what is the local distribution of EW compounds and whether 
they play a role in wound-healing processes were open. By preservation of native, two 
dimensional arrangement of EWs and employment of molecular imaging techniques it was 
possible to answer those questions. 
Employment of the FT-IR spectroscopy imaging allowed investigation of processes taking 
place on the leaf surface after insect infestation. In the damaged area, formation of a 
multilayer of additional EWs was detected in 6 h after insect infestation (confirmed also by 
light microscopy and SEM).  Those processes were accompanied by the chemical changes 
and involved increase of the absorption bands that are present in the different EW 
constituents (mainly –CH, –OH, C-O). Moreover, spectra acquired in the injury area 
exhibited distinguishable profile (e.g. bands shift was detected) comparing to the rest of the 
sample. This chemical differentiation was confirmed by the multivariate statistical analysis 
(HCA).  
Acquired results indicate that the EWs play an active role in the wound-healing process. 
Their deposition on the injury border protects leaf from the destructive consequences of the 
tissue damage (in particular excessive water loss).  Additionally, FT-IR analysis also suggest 
that the formation of new EW layers involves structural rearrangements where for instance 
hydrogen bonding or conformational changes could be of special importance.  
In order to investigate the local distribution of individual surface compounds, it was 
necessary to employ analytical techniques with the potential to achieve better chemical 
selectivity and high spatial resolution. Mass spectrometry imaging techniques, MALDI-TOF-
IMS and particularly TOF-SIMS fulfill those requirements and therefore were employed in 
the present study as well.  
Although MALDI-TOF-MS provided chemical specificity and information about the 
distribution of detected ions could be acquired, this technique does not offer sufficient spatial 
resolution. The EWs are a mixture of compounds with very similar chemical characteristics 
(very long chain aliphatic compounds). In case of P. trichocarpa they create a thin film that 
lacks distinguishable structures. Due to those chemical and morphological properties, a 
distinction of areas that could be differentiated in images by morphological features or 
varying chemical compositions is rather  impossible. Consequently, it is of special 
importance to employ techniques with the potential to achieve high spatial resolution. 
Employing TOF-SIMS offered this possibility.  
High resolution mass spectrometry imaging provided evidences, that although EWs of P. 
trichocarpa create a smooth layer (without wax crystals), discrete spatial differentiation 
exists within EW constituents. TOF-SIMS images demonstrated co-localization of ions 
detected on the leaf surface. They provided visual representation for the existence of two 
groups of distribution patterns; one occurring for ions assigned to fatty acids C20 – C24  and 
wax esters C44 - C48. The second is present among ions assigned to fatty acids C26 – C32. 
Correlation between defined ions of those two groups was reinforced by the statistical 
analysis. Spatial association between the detected ions assigned to wax esters depends on the 
chain length of those wax constituents. Thus, it can be postulated that transport of wax esters 
as well as other wax constituents from the cell to the cuticle surface may also be determined 
by the chain length.   
Understanding the molecular mechanism of wound-induced deposition of EWs or co-
aggregation of wax constituents on the leaf surface requires primary understanding the 
mechanism of wax transportation, which despite the efforts over decades has remained  
largely unknown. Next to the understanding the complex network of enzymes and 
transporters involved in the wax production and export, there are many unresolved questions 
such as: (1) if the same traffic mechanism serves all lipophilic wax constituents, (2) what is 
the spatial and temporal aspect of their deposition to the leaf surface, (3) whether chemical 
structure i.e. chain length or chemical class determines the spatial arrangement on the leaf 
surface, and (4) how environmental factors (abiotic and biotic) influence the local 
distribution of EW compounds. 
Present study on the Populus trichocarpa provides new insight into the processes taking 
place on the leaf surface that allows to answer some of those questions. Additionally, since 
molecular imaging techniques were successfully applied to answer biologically relevant 
questions, present study shows promising directions for future studies in the plant surface 
research. Further investigations are required in order to detect a wider range of wax 
constituents and determine their local distribution. Moreover, also alteration of EW 
deposition and local arrangement of surface compounds in the diverse developmental stages 
and in the response to the environmental changes is also an interesting direction of the  future 
studies.  
Finally, it is worth to underline that Populus trichocarpa in opposite to the most common 
model plant - Arabidopsis thaliana, is an economically and ecologically important plant.  
Thus, research on that plant species delivers considerable benefits, particularly that studies 
based on chemical analysis can be complemented with the molecular genetic analysis.   
5. Materials and Methods 
5.1  Plant material 
Populus trichocarpa Torr. & Gray (clone 600-25) was cultivated in a growth chamber at 
23°C day and 18°C night with 50% relative humidity, light intensity of 30% (Natura deLuxe 
36W, Osram) and a diurnal cycle of 12 h light and 12 h dark. Cuttings were kept at 12°C and 
after 8 weeks when they reached 15-20 cm in length, plants were transferred to 2 L pots. 
Standard substrate (Klasmann-Deilmann, GmbH, Geeste, Germany) was used as soil and 4 
weeks after transfer, plants were fertilized with 1% of 10:15:10 N:P:K supplement (Ferty 3, 
Planta Düngemittel GmbH, Regenstauf, Germany) every second week. Plants were grown 
under controlled condition throughout the cultivation and not treated with any pesticides to 
prevent chemical modification on the leaf surface. Plants used for all experiments were 4-5 
months old, for bioassays 4-5 weeks and 7-8 weeks old leaves were used. Other plants used 
in the study: Prunus laurocerasus L., Armoracia rusticana G. Gaertn., B. Mey. & Scherb., 
Phaseolus lunatus L. were grown in the similar conditions.  
5.2 Isolation of EWs for chemical analysis
 EWs were isolated using cryo-adhesive method (Jetter et al., 2000) with water as a transfer 
medium. P. trichocarpa leaves were shortly rinsed with distilled water to remove any 
contaminating particles. Standard microscopic glass slides (76 x 26 mm, Menzel-Gläser, 
Thermo Scientific) were chosen as a sample target, they enabled isolation of EWs from a 
large leaf area. Leaf tissues were cut into rectangle shape pieces with dimensions slightly 
larger than the glass slides (to avoid contamination from the inner plant tissue). Each leaf 
cutting was placed on the clean glass slide with evenly distributed 4-5 double distilled water 
droplets (3 μl each), afterwards a second glass slide was placed on top of it and gently 
pressed creating a sandwich. The leaf was homogeneously moistened with very thin water 
film. With the help of tweezers, the whole sandwich was dipped in liquid nitrogen for 30 s. 
Water droplets served as a medium, which transferred the wax layer from the leaf to the glass 
slide and the second glass slide enabled putting slight force on the tissue without direct 
contacting and damaging it. It allowed isolating exclusively EWs with no disturbance to the 
other cuticle layers. Glass slides were detached from the plant tissue and the same procedure 
was repeated 10-15 times, until enough wax material was collected for chemical analysis. 
Subsequent washing of the collected imprints from the targets was done using mixture of 
solvents, CH2Cl2-hexane-MeOH (7:2:1). Washing was repeated three times, the last one was 
done with the help of an ultrasonic bath (Bandelin Sonorex) at room temperature for 15 min. 
In the next step, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure (Büchi Rotavapor R-200) 
and the dry mass was determined. Samples were ultimately dissolved in CH2Cl2 to the 
required concentration (0.1-1 mg mL-1) and kept at -20°C. The leaf area was calculated 
according to the dimensions of the glass slides used for isolation and their number. The same 
procedure was applied for all replicates. As standards served long chain alkanes, alcohols 
(eg. cetyl alcohol (C16), heptadecanol (C17), octadecanol  (C18), eicosanol (C20), docosanol 
(C22)), acids (eg. heptadecanoic acid (C17), stearic acid (C18), nonadecanoic acid (C19), 
arachidic acid (C20)), esters (eg. ethyl stearate (C20), methyl bohenate (C23), methyl 
tricosanoate (C24), methyl octacosanoate (C29)).  
5.3 Isolation of EWs for imaging 
The cryo-adhesive method was selected as a sampling method for all imaging analysis 
according to the procedure presented in the section 5.2. With the modification considering 
the volume of water used as a transfer medium, that was adequate to the leaf area 
dimensions. As a sample target were used (1) developed in the lab ZnS plates (FT-IR and 
Raman/CARS), (2) commercially available MALDI plate for imaging experiments (Waters; 
Micromass, Manchester, UK) and (3) Si wafers (SIMS). The leaf area used for imaging 
experiments depended on the target dimensions and for most experiments was as following 
(1) 10mm x 10 mm for FT-IR and Raman/CARS, (2) 20mm x 20 mm for MALDI-MS and 
(3) 5mm x 5 mm for SIMS imaging. For the FT-IR, Raman and SIMS imaging, the EW 
samples were directly used for the analysis, without any treatments.  
5.4 Isolation of EWs in vivo  
EWs were isolated in vivo using a new method, which employs commercially available 
transparent adhesive tape (PVC foil with an adhesive material, adhesive power: 2.2 N cm-1, 
50 mm breadth, Lux GmbH&Co.KG). Adhesive tape was 5 cm breadth and was cut with 
scissors into ca. 10-13 cm pieces (1/4 larger than the leaf size), which were subsequently 
placed on the adaxial or abaxial leaf side. The tape was gently pressed on the leaf with the 
special care to bring into close contact both surfaces – the adhesive tape and the leaf along 
the whole leaf area. Afterwards, the tape with adhered EWs was removed and the procedure 
was repeated with the fresh tape. The tape transparency allowed to instantly view the EW 
imprint (Fig. 9), which in turn allowed to evaluate the EW removal efficiency and optimize 
the number of treatments (usually 5-7 times). During the optimization procedure, de-waxed 
leaves were examined under light microscope (Stemi SV 11 with Axio Cam HRc camera, 
Carl Zeiss, Germany) and high resolution SEM to examine potential mechanical damages 
including removal of trichomes during the applied procedure. EWs were also isolated in vivo
using gum arabic treatment according to (Buschhaus et al., 2007; Jetter and Schäffer, 2001). 
An aqueous suspension (1 g mL-1) of gum arabic powder (Acros Organics) was applied on 
the entire leaf surface with the help of small paintbrush. After 1-1.5 h the polymer dried and 
could be removed from the leaves, special care was taken not to damage the leaves after 
applying subsequent treatment. Both in vivo isolation procedures were performed in the 
growth chamber.   
For comparison of new sampling method with the established one, intracuticular waxes were 
extracted twice for 2 minutes with the organic solvent (CH2Cl2) after mechanical removal of 
EW layer. Three methods were employed (1) adhesive tape embedding (2) cryo-adhesive and 
(3) gum arabic method.  
 5.5 Insect rearing 
Chrysomela populi leaf beetles were collected from the local forests around Jena and 
afterwards cultivated in ventilated, transparent boxes (20 x 20 cm) lined with moist tissue 
paper. Boxes were kept at 20°C, 43% air humidity at 14 h light and 10 h dark photoperiod. 
During autumn and winter season insects were not active and were kept at lower temperature 
(12°C). Beetles were constantly supplied with fresh P. trichocarpa foliage; no starving 
period was used, also before behavioural experiments. 
5.6 Insect behavioral bioassay 
Adults of Chrysomela populi, representing a specialist herbivore on Poplar plants, were used 
for dual choice bioassays. EWs were removed in vivo using adhesive tape, as well as gum 
arabic method. Each experimental pair consisting of one intact leaf and one de-waxed leaf 
was chosen from the opposite sides of the same stem in order to ensure their similar 
developmental stage. Leaves were harvested, inserted into a signed 2 mL Eppendorf tube 
filled with water and placed in ventilated, transparent boxes (20 x 20 cm). The bottom of the 
boxes was covered with the moist tissue paper, which additionally provided relatively high 
humidity. In each box, leaf pairs and eight insects were placed. Boxes were kept in the 
darkness, keeping other conditions the same as during insect rearing. For in vivo bioassay, 
leaves were not detached from the plants and insects were trapped through the whole 
experiment (Fig. 15). Although traps were covering the leaves, they gave insects the 
opportunity of movement and choice between untreated and treated half of the leaf. After the 
bioassay, leaves were scanned and consumed leaf area was calculated using Adobe 
Photoshop software (version 12.0, Adobe Systems, Inc.) or alternatively leaves before and 
after the bioassay were weighted (XS 205 DualRange, Mettler Toledo). All weight 
measurements were done on balance with accuracy of 10 μg. The significance of differences 
in consumed leaf area between intact and de-waxed leaves in all experiments was determined 
by paired t-test (R software, version 2.12.2). 
5.7 Insect feeding bioassay for FT-IR imaging experiments 
Specialist herbivore on Poplar plants - Chrysomela populi adults were used for feeding 
experiments. Plants were 4-5 months old and kept during bioassay in the same conditions as 
their cultivation, however in the separate chamber. Insects were trapped in a single leaf (not 
detached from the plant) using envelope shaped traps made from the commercially available 
nets for insects (Fliegengitter, Tesa). Light access was thus not disturbed as well as the 
additional mechanical stress on the plant was excluded, since single trap weighted around 6 g 
and was externally supported by the ropes. Starting point for the time dependent experiments 
was defined as a moment when insects were removed from the leaves. The experiments were 
controlled in that manner, that damage done by insects’ feeding did not exceed 25-35% of 
total leaf area.  The mechanical damage was performed by the mechanical caterpillar – 
MecWorm (Mithöfer et al., 2005) and the damage area was comparable with that done by the 
insects’ feeding. Each plant was used for experiments only once; after collecting leaves from 
the plant for defined time period, plant was not used further. For each defined time point (1h, 
6h, 24h, 72h), EWs were isolated  from 4-5 damaged leaves and repeated for at least 5 
plants, except of 72h and 15 days, which was repeated for 3 plants.  
 5.8 GC – MS / Electron ionization 
GC-MS analyses were performed on a gas-chromatograph coupled to mass spectrometer 
equipped with EI and quadruple analyser (Thermo Quest Finnigan TraceMS). Three types of 
column were used: DB-1ms (100% Dimethylpolysiloxan, 30 m x 0.25 mm, film thickness 
0.25 μm, Alltech), relatively more polar DB-5ms (5% Phenyl, 95% Dimethylpolysiloxan, 15 
m + 10 m precolumn x 0.25 mm, film thickness 0.25 μm, Phenomenex) and midpolar fused 
silica capillary column Rtx-200MS (Crossbond trifluoropropylmethyl polysiloxane, 30 m x 
0.25 mm, film thickness 0.25 μm, Restek). Through usage of columns that differ in polarity, 
better chromatographic resolution of compounds present in the complex mixture was 
achieved. Mass spectra were acquired from 60 to 600 m/z 1 μl of sample was injected in a 
split (1/10) mode. The injector temperature was 260°C and helium as a carrier gas at a 
constant flow rate of 1.5 mL min-1 was used, detector voltage was 350 V. The temperature 
program was as follow: 65°C (1 min), then 30°C min-1 to 150°C, 8°C min-1 to 220°C (hold 
time 1 min), 5°C min-1 to 300°C (hold time 2 min), 10°C min-1 to 320°C (3 min). Wax 
compounds containing hydroxyl group were transferred to the corresponding trimethylsilyl 
derivatives. Samples were incubated in 10 μl MSTFA and 5 μl pyridine for 30 min in 70°C 
with constant shaking. In parallel, the same procedure was performed for a blank sample 
(only MSTFA and pyridine). Pure CH2Cl2 served as a blank sample. Identification of wax 
compounds was based on their mass spectra, fragmentation pattern, literature data and co-
injected standards. Relative quantification was done using external standards: eicosane and 1-
hexadecanol in an end concentration of 1 μg mL-1 each. Both were added to the samples just 
after the isolation procedure. All standards were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and organic 
solvents from Carl Roth GmbH (99.9%, HPLC grade).  
5.9 GC – MS / Positive chemical ionization  
Soft ionization was performed using positive chemical ionization (PCI) with either methane 
or isobutene as a reagent gas. For those measurements, a mass spectrometer equipped with 
ion trap analyser (Thermo Scientific, Trace GC Ultra ITQ 900) was used. Flow rate of 
reagent gas and ion source temperature were optimized and reached value of 0.8 mL min-1
and 200°C, respectively. Spectra were acquired in a positive mode in the mass range from 50 
to 650 m/z. Temperature program and other settings were according to the description for EI 
ionisation.    
5.10 LC-MS 
Sample preparation was performed according to the same protocol as for GC-MS and 
MALDI-TOF-MS, with the modification that EW imprints were washed from the glass slides 
in MeOH. Solvent was evaporated, dry mass calculated and samples were dissolved in 
MeOH-H2O (8:2) to required concentration (0.1 – 10 mg mL-1). For the whole leaf 
extraction, leaves freshly harvested from the plant were weighted and crushed in mortal in  
MeOH-H2O (8:2). The supernatant was collected to Eppendorf tubes, and centrifuged twice 
for 10 min (8 000 rpm) and eventually transferred to HPLC vials. Metabolites were separated 
by LCMS (LCQ, Finnigan, Thermo Scientific), on a Grom-Sil ODS-3 column (125x2x3 μm, 
Alltech Grom) with solvents (A) H2O-THF- FA (97.7:1.8:0.5) and (B) ACN, eluted with 
gradient program of 10 % B 10 min; 0% B after 11 min. with the flow rate of  0.3 mL min-1. 
An injection volume of 10μl was used. The eluent was monitored with a DAD detector at 
268 nm. The retention time and mass spectrum was compared with standard: D (-)-salicin (20 
μg mL-1) (Sigma Aldrich).  
5.11 MALDI-TOF-MS  
The spectra were acquired using a MALDI micro MX mass spectrometer (Waters; 
Micromass, Manchester, UK) operating in a reflectron mode and positive polarity. EW 
compounds were ionized and desorbed with a nitrogen UV laser (337 nm, 4 ns laser pulse, 
firing rate 10 Hz, max 280 J per laser pulse, 10 shots per spectrum). Ions were recorded 
from 200 to 1500 m/z, matrix ions (below 200 m/z) were suppressed, and 70 scans were co-
added. Data acquisition and data processing were done with a help of software package Mass 
Lynx V4.0, (Waters; Micromass, Manchester, UK). Stainless steel MALDI plate (Waters; 
Micromass, Manchester, UK) served as a target and was cleaned by sonication in MeOH and 
subsequently in Me2CO, hexane and CH2Cl2 before each usage. For external calibration of 
mass spectrometer mixture of PEG 600 and PEG 1000 (1 μg mL-1 in Me2CO, Sigma Aldrich) 
was used. 7LiDHB prepared from DHB (Sigma Aldrich) and Lithium 7Li hydroxide (Sigma 
Aldrich) according to the protocol (Cva ka et al., 2006) was applied as a matrix (10 mg mL-
1) in Me2CO for calibration and in CH2Cl2: Me2CO (1:1) for sample analysis. All compounds 
were detected as lithiated (7Li) adducts. Samples in CH2Cl2 were spotted on a target using 
different sampling techniques (mix technique, Sa/Ma, Ma/Sa, Ma/Sa/Ma), the best results 
gave “sandwich” technique: matrix, sample, matrix (0.8 μl of 10 mg mL-1 each). Six parallel 
spots were made for each sample and subsequently measured.  
5.12 MALDI – TOF – MS imaging 
MALDI-TOF-MS imaging requires application of matrix, therefore EW imprint on the 
MALDI plate was covered homogenously by the 7LiDHB matrix solution prepared in 
Me2CO:CH2Cl2 (9:1, vol/vol) at a concentration of 20 mg/mL. The samples were sprayed 
from a distance of around 150 mm using a commercial airbrush. Since the matrix was 
dissolved in a mixture of organic solvents that may dissolve EWs as well, care was taken to 
keep the appropriate distance and not cause dislocation of analytes by matrix application.  
The number of laser shots per pixel for samples coated with DHB was 150 (130 J/shot). The 
samples were imaged using 200μm resolution. The range of the measured masses was set 
from 250 to 1000 Da. Data were collected with MassLynx 4.0 with a custom-made software 
MALDI Image Convertor (Waters, UK) to obtain spatially differentiated data. Biomap 
software (Novartis, Switzerland) was employed to generate ion intensity maps. The 
experiments were performed with 5 replicates. 
5.13 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
EW imprints were prepared on the following sample targets: (1) stainless steel discs 
(diameter 2 cm), (2) ZnS sample target (FT-IR analysis), (3) standard microscopic glass 
slides (EW thickness measurements), (4) adhesive tape, (5) gum arabic polymer, (6) Si 
wafers (SIMS analysis) Imprints were done using three methods, (1) cryo-adhesive with 
water as a transfer medium, (2) new method – adhesive tape embedding (3) gum arabic 
method. For trichomes assessment, leaves after the isolation procedures were examined. 
Samples after SIMS analysis were prepared on Si wafers. All sample targets with EW 
imprints as well as de-waxed leaves were mounted on the aluminum holders, sputter coated 
with ca. 10 nm of gold (Bal-Tec SCD005 sputter coater; 60 mA, 10s) and examined by SEM 
(LEO Gemini 1530) at 1.5 kV. For the evaluation of the new isolation method, particularly 
considering trichome density, more than 60 micrographs were acquired. 
5.14 FT-IR spectroscopy 
IR spectra in a transmission mode were recorded on a Bruker FT-IR microspectrometer 
coupled to a liquid nitrogen cooled the mercury/cadmium telluride detector and linked to a 
Equinox spectrometer (Bruker Optics, Ettlingen, Germany). ZnS windows, which are 
infrared-transparent polished crystals, were used for all FT-IR measurements (Crystal, Berlin, 
Germany). ZnS  windows with a diameter of 20mm, thickness of 1mm were fixed in the 
aluminium plates with the dimension 45x50 mm. Samples were measured in a 700-4000 cm-1
range with a spectral resolution of 2 cm-1 and 150 scans for a background and 150 scans for 
samples were co-added. The background spectrum was measured at a position outside the 
sample. Spectra were recorded using 80x80 μm square aperture size. The interferograms 
were converted to frequency by standard Fourier transform processing. All spectra were 
converted from transmittance to absorbance spectra. Software package OPUS 6.5 supplied by 
Bruker, was used for data acquisition and data processing.  
Due to thin EW layer and therefore relatively weak absorbance signals in the IR spectrum, 
the initial experiment aimed to obtain highly concentrated sample, therefore EW imprints 
obtained in the cryo-adhesive method were washed with organic solvent, concentrated by 
removing solvent and spotted on ZnS substrate. In the second experiment, wax imprints from 
the leaves damaged by insects were isolated on the ZnS substrate, subsequently point 
measurements were done within one sample on varying distances from the injury boarder, so 
the spectra could be directly compared. In the third approach, a defined area was scanned for 
the chemical mapping. 
5.15 FT-IR spectroscopy imaging  
Images of wax imprints were recorded in a transmission mode with 80 μm step size in x and 
y direction using controlled by the software motorized stage.  For majority of measurements 
an area of ca. 1500x1500 μm was scanned creating a 20x20 pixel map. Hyperspectral data 
were collected using  FT-IR microspectrometer at 80 μm lateral resolution and spectral 
resolution of 4cm-1 and 50 scans for a background and 50 scans for samples were co-added. 
In order to minimize contribution of signals from atmospheric constituents (water vapour, 
CO2) during long term mapping, background was repeatedly recorded after each 8 
measurement point. Raw spectra were transformed to series of pseudo-color chemical maps 
collected at particular wavelengths or as spectra acquired for individual pixels. All spectra 
converted from transmittance to absorbance passed tests for the spectral quality; therefore 
death pixels are not observable in the chemical maps.  Software package OPUS 6.5 supplied 
by Bruker for data acquisition and signal intensity color maps were generated using OPUS 
6.5 or CytoSpec 2.00.01. 
5.16 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA)  
Before HCA analysis, raw spectroscopic data sets were de-noised by Savitzky-Golay 
algorithm (13 smoothing points) and baseline corrected. Spectra were subsequently 
transformed to second derivatives, which help to eliminate anomalous spectral readings due 
to instrumental variations as well as to extract subtle variations in spectral features among 
spectra. Subsequent normalization process allowed stressing the differences not in the 
intensities but in the shapes of the spectra. This in turn allowed to cluster pixels in terms of 
qualitative classification and not quantitative. Hierarchical cluster analysis of hyperspectral 
data are displayed as HCA images. Clusters are colour encoded; the coordinates from which 
a spectrum was collected is indicated in the given color. Mean cluster spectra were calculated 
by averaging original (not second derivatives) spectra within single cluster and they represent 
the chemical composition of all spectra in a cluster. Distance matrix was computed using D-
Values method and Ward’s algorithm was chosen as a clustering method. Chemical mapping 
and HCA were performed using IR spectral imaging software (CytoSpec, version 2.00.01). 
5.17 Raman and CARS (coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering) microscopy imaging 
Raman spectra were acquired with a Raman microspectrometer (Horiba-Jobin-Yvon, model 
LabRam). For excitation, the 532 nm, 633 nm HeNe laser (4mW-10 mW at the sample) and 
1064 nm was used. The parameters were as follow: slit - 100 m, exposure time - 10 seconds, 
10x – 100x objectives.  
The CARS signal was collected in forward (F-CARS) and in epi direction. Images at the 
different wavelengths around the calculated Raman resonance were recorded, for image 
generation each pixel was averaged eight times. Both the pump and the Stokes beam were 
spatially and temporally overlapped and subsequently coupled into a laser scanning 
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany). Short pulse laser source consists of a Ti:sapphire 
laser (Mira HP Coherent, USA) pumped by a Nd:vanadate laser (Verdi-V 18 Coherent, USA) 
at 532 nm. The OPO (optical parametric oscillator) generated laser wavelengths around 670 
nm with an output power of 48mW - 173 mW. Filters: 2x600, 1x610, 1x630 were used in 
order to eliminate all higher than required wavelengths. The laser radiation was focused onto 
the object plane by a 50x objective.  
5.18 TOF – SIMS imaging 
TOF-SIMS was performed on a TOF.SIMS5 instrument (ION-TOF GMbH, Müster, 
Germany) The spectrometer is equipped with Bi cluster primary ion source and a reflectron 
type time-of-flight analyzer. UHV base pressure was < 5 x 10 -9 mbar. For high mass 
resolution the Bi source was operated in the ‘high current bunched’ mode providing short Bi+
or Bi3+ primary ion pulses at 25 keV energy and a lateral resolution of approx. 4 μm. The 
pulse length of 1.1 to 1.3 ns allowed high mass resolution. The primary ion beam was raster 
across 700x700 μm, 500x500 μm and 100x100 μm sample area, and 700x700, 128x128 and 
100x100 data points were recorded. Images larger than the maximum deflection range of the 
primary ion gun were obtained using the manipulator stage scan mode with a lateral 
resolution of 100 pixel/mm. Primary ion doses were kept below 10 11 ions/cm2 (static SIMS 
limit). Spectra were calibrated on the C-, C2-, C3-, or on the C+, CH+, CH2+, and CH3+ peaks. 
Based on these datasets the chemical assignments for characteristic fragments were 
determined. The experiments were performed with 5 biological and 2 technical replicates for 
700x700 μm area, 1 biological replicate for 500x500 μm area and 3 biological replicates for 
100x100 μm area. Following standards were implemented: hexacosanoic acid, ethyl stearate, 
methyl tricosanoate, 1-hexacosanol, tetracosane (Sigma Aldrich).  
5.19 TOF - SIMS data analysis
The first set of signal intensity color maps were generated using SurfaceLab 6.3 (ION-TOF 
GMbH, Müster, Germany). The signal intensity color maps for each m/z value were further 
reconstructed using the HOT (black-to-yellow) color scheme available in the R dcemriS4 
package (version 0.20.1).  
The preprocessing and statistical analysis of all the datasets were performed using R (version 
3.0.2). Each dataset comprised of detected m/z values. A single mass file comprised of meta 
data containing the image dimensions as well as the co-ordinate information and intensity 
values arranged column wise. 
Intensity thresholding was performed in order to segment foreground and background and 
achieve better visualization of the compound aggregation and their spatial distribution for 
given m/z values.  For the thresholding 0.5 units of the most intense signal was selected, all 
the signals below this threshold were considered as a background.  
 In order to validate association within EW compounds, correlation analysis were performed 
for detected ions.  Within each group, the correlation coefficient (r) was calculated to give an 
indication of the strength of the relationship between m/z values. Positive correlation 
coefficient corresponds to positive correlation r = 0.1 - 0.3 corresponds to small, r = 0.3 – 0.5 
corresponds to medium, r = 0.5 – 1.0 corresponds to strong correlation between two analyzed 
ions. Negative values would indicate negative correlation.    
The scatter plot matrix representing the correlation analysis was generated using the cpairs() 
function in the R gclus package (version 1.3.1). The color scheme used in the scatter plot 
matrix represents the highest and the lowest correlation amongst variables. The highest 
correlations are between variables that are closest to the principal diagonal and are 
represented in pink. The variables having lowest correlation are far from the principal 
diagonal and are represented in yellow.  
6. Supplementary materials  



































































































Fig. S1 GC-MS spectra of representative standards (A) heptadecanol (B) stearic acid. Characteristic 
fragmentation pattern (m/z values as well as signal intensities) of alcohols and fatty acids allowed differentiating 
those groups of compounds.    
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Fig. S2  GC chromatograms and MS spectra of P. trichocarpa EWs (adaxial side). EI Quadrupole detector. DB-
5 ms column (A.1), fragmentation pattern for nonacosane C29 (A.2). EI Ion Trap detector. Rtx-200MS column
(B.1), fragmentation pattern for nonacosane C29 (B.2). PCI Ion Trap detector. Rtx-200MS column (C.1), 
fragmentation pattern for nonacosane C29 (C.2).  





Alkanes Alkenes Alcohols Alkanes Alcohols Chain 
length 
Esters 
13 tr - - - - - 40 7,87±0,29 
14 tr - - - - - 41 0,39±0,11 
15 tr - - - - - 42 2,85±0,30 
16 3,44±1,05 - - tr -  43 0,52±0,06 
18 3,90±1,53 - - - - - 44 6,62±1,52 
23  2,74±1,34 - - tr - 45 1,26±0,14 
24   - 6,14±1,77 tr 1,34±0,04 46 16,10±0,73 
25 - 9,32±3,67 2,80±0,78  tr 0,73±0,22 47 1,82±0,25 
26 -  - 2,0±0,49 tr 2,58±0,36 48 10,58±0,38 
27 - 6,77±2,20 3,75±0,92  tr 0,58±0,12 49 1,51±0,24 
28 - - - 1,74±0,47 - 6,95±0,52 50 2,21±0,07 
29 - 42,65±6,66 0,90±0,32  6,26±1.18 1,46±0,18 51 0,29±0,11 
30 -  - 2,42±0,65 2,80±0,43 12,19±1,19 52 1,00±0,07 
31 - 2,22±1,23 -  3,69±0,35 1,28±0,15 53 0,17±0,01 
32 -  -  1,24±0,07 1,26±0,06 54 0,51±0,04 
33 -  -  0,39±0,05 0,71±0,16 56 tr 
34 -  -  0,30±0,06 tr   
Table S1 Relative abundance of individual homologues [%] detected by GC-MS and MALDI-TOF-MS in EWs 
isolated from the adaxial side of P. trichocarpa leaves using cryo-adhesive method, (tr – traces). Mean value ± 
S.D., n=6. 
Fig. S3 Isotopic pattern of wax esters detected by MALDI-TOF-MS. An arrow indicate presence of signals that 
may correspond to unsaturated wax esters. Their signal intensity is comparable with the signal intensity of 
signals assigned to saturated wax ester and m/z difference corresponds to absence of 2 hydrogen atoms.  
Fig. S4 FT-Raman spectrum of P. trichocarpa EW imprint, adaxial side (A – C) and abaxial side (D), laser 
wavelength - 532 nm.  
708 710 712 714 716 718 720 722 724 726 728 730 732 734 736 738 740 742
WE 48:0
WE 49:0 WE 50:0WE 50:1
Vibration/Assignment Raman shift / wavenumber (cm-1) Intensity 
= C-H 3008 Not present 
asym C-H 2881 Strong 
lipids  2848 Strong 
 C = O 1750 Not present 
 C = C cis 
lipids  
1659 Not present 
 C = C 1504 Not present 
 (CH3) 1461 Weak  
 (CH2) deformation  1443 Weak 
1296 Weak  
 t(CH2) twisting 1171 Weak 
 C-C 1089 Weak 
Table S2. Vibrations detected by Raman microspectroscopic analysis of EWs from P. trichocarpa. Excitation 
with the laser wavelength - 532 nm. 
Vibration/Assignment Raman shift /wavenumber (cm-1) Intensity 
 asym C-H 2881 Strong 
lipids (fatty acids) 2848 Strong 
2840 Medium 
 C-C 2721 Weak 
 C=C cis 
lipids  
1659 Weak 
 C=C 1504 Weak 
 (CH3) 1461 Weak 






1062 Weak  C-C 
1032 Weak 
Table S3. Vibrations detected by Raman microspectroscopic analysis of EWs from P. trichocarpa (adaxial 





























































































































Fig. S5 FT-IR spectra of representative standards (A) octacosanol (B) octacosanoic acid (C) methyl 
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Summary  
The most common approach to localize biomolecules in plant is to use labels or staining. 
However tagging with the external marker may change the structure and activity of studied 
biomolecules. Similarly, extraction of interesting plant structures (e.g. cell walls) prior 
analysis leads to distortion of chemical and structural information. And in studies on whole 
intact leaf, special attention needs to be devoted to the vertical discrimination in order to 
ensure the surface origin of the acquired data. In the present research, the leaf surface was 
investigated using selective sampling methods (cryo-adhesive, gum arabic, adhesive tape 
embedding) and molecular imaging tools: (1) MALDI-TOF-IMS (matrix assisted 
laser/desorption ionization time-of-flight imaging mass spectrometry), (2) TOF-SIMS (time-
of flight secondary ion mass spectrometry) imaging, (3) FT-IR (Fourier transform infrared) 
as well as (4) Raman spectroscopy imaging. These tools provide molecular specificity and 
spatially resolved information. The results were complemented with SEM (scanning electron 
microscopy) and statistical analysis.   
The first sequenced tree, Populus trichocarpa, along with the leaf beetle Chrysomela populi
were chosen as a model system. This system represents a naturally occurring interaction 
between a specialist herbivore and its host plant. 
The chemical characterization of the leaf surface represented by epicuticular waxes (EWs) 
was performed by mass spectrometry (GC-MS and MALDI-TOF-MS) and vibrational 
spectroscopy (FT-IR and Raman). EWs are complex mixture of very long chain saturated 
(C23-C34) and unsaturated alkanes (C25, C27, C29), fatty acids (C16, C18), alcohols (C24-C33) and 
wax esters (C40-C54). All these highly lipophilic wax constituents determine the primary role 
of the EW layer, namely its barrier function on the plant-environment interface.  
By preserving the two dimensional arrangement of the EWs, it was possible to determine 
local distribution of the leaf surface compounds and monitor processes occurring after insect. 
FT-IR imaging appeared to be an adequate technique to detect changes on the leaf surface 
after insect feeding. The alterations were observed in 6 h after insect infestation and were 
localized in the damaged area. They involve an increase of the absorption bands that are 
present in the different EW constituents (mainly –CH, –OH, C-O). Moreover, spectra 
acquired in the injury area exhibited distinguishable profile (e.g. bands shift was detected) 
comparing to the rest of the sample. This chemical differentiation was confirmed by the 
multivariate statistical analysis (HCA). Formation of a multilayer of an additional wax on the 
injury border (confirmed by SEM) indicate that EWs play an active role in the wound-
healing processes. This process aims to protect the leaf from the destructive consequences of 
tissue damage (in particular excessive water loss).
Reported in the literature role of EWs in the host plant recognition would potentially mean 
that deposition of additional waxes in the injury area would potentially increase 
attractiveness of damaged leaves.  In order to study that aspect, behavioral bioassays and 
selective sampling methods were employed including novel, in vivo method for selective EW 
removal – adhesive tape embedding. Results demonstrated that leaf beetles were not only 
able to recognize their host plant after removal of EW layer, but even preferred de-waxed 
leaves over controls. Further, salicine – compound reported to influence food selection in leaf 
beetles, was not detected among surface compounds. Outcome of those studies leads to the 
conclusion that compounds on the EW layer (leaf surface) of P. trichocarpa do not provide 
chemosensory cues necessary in the host recognition process of specialist leaf beetles, C. 
populi. 
In order to achieve better chemical selectivity and spatial resolution, next to FT-IR imaging, 
mass spectrometry imaging techniques were employed as well. MALDI-TOF-MS and 
particularly TOF-SIMS imaging allowed investigating the local distribution of individual 
surface compounds. SIMS images demonstrated the co-localization of ions detected on the 
leaf surface. They provided a visual representation for the existence of two groups of 
distribution patterns; one occurring for ions assigned to fatty acids C20 – C24  and wax esters 
C44 to C48. And the second present among ions assigned to fatty acids C26 – C32. Correlation 
between defined ions of those two groups was confirmed by the statistical analysis. Spatial 
association between the detected ions assigned to wax esters depends on the chain length of 
those wax constituents. 
Although many studies over the past decade increased our understanding of processes 
involved in the wax production and its export from the plant cell to the cuticle, major 
questions still remain to be resolved. In order to answer those questions comprehensively, a 
multidisciplinary approach is required. In the present study, the application of selective 
sampling methods combined with the many advantages of the molecular imaging techniques 
provided new insights into the processes occurring on the leaf surface of P. trichocarpa. The 
employed approaches delivered information not obtainable by most of the traditional 
techniques and therefore have the potential to contribute to the present knowledge in the 
plant surface research.  
8. Zusammenfassung  
Das häufigste Verfahren ein Biomolekül in Pflanzen- oder Tiergewebe zu lokalisieren, ist 
dessen Markierung mit Hilfe von Farbstoffen. Diese Strategie hat jedoch mehrere Nachteile. 
Zum Beispiel kann die Verknüpfung  mit einem externen Marker (z.B. GFP-ähnliche 
Proteine) die Struktur sowie die Funktion von dem untersuchten Makromolekül ändern. 
Darüber hinaus gibt es zwei Hauptstrategien bei der Analyse von Pflanzengeweben. Die 
Erste basiert auf der Extraktion von interessanten Pflanzenstrukturen, wie z. B. Zellwänden. 
Nach Anwendung dieser Strategie sind jedoch chemische und strukturelle Informationen 
gestört, oder die Mehrheit der Strukturinformationen verloren gegangen. Eine andere 
Strategie basiert auf der Analyse des gesamten Pflanzengewebes, wie z.B. vollständig intakte 
Blätter. Für die Untersuchung biologischer Oberflächen ist es jedoch von großer Bedeutung 
woher die erhaltenen Informationen stammen. In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wurde die 
Blattoberfläche mit Hilfe eines selektiven Probenahme Verfahrens  gesammelt und mittels 
molekularer bildgebender Verfahren wie der  (1) MALDI-TOF-IMS (Matrix assistierter 
Laser - Desorption und Ionisation mit bildgebender Flugzeit Massenspektrometrie), (2) TOF-
SIMS (Flugzeitsekundärionen-Massenspektrometrie)-Bildgebung, (3) FT-IR (Fourier-
Transformierter-Infrarot) sowie (4) Raman Spektroskopie untersucht. Diese Methoden 
ermöglichen die Untersuchung molekularer Spezifitäten ohne die Verwendung von externen 
Markern und liefern räumlich aufgelöste Informationen. Die Ergebnisse wurden darüber 
hinaus mittels REM (Rasterelektronenmikroskopie) und statistischer Analysen ergänzt.  
Als Modelsystem wurde der erste sequenzierte Baum, Populus trichocarpa und der 
Blattkäfer Chrysomela populi gewählt. Dieses Modelsystem repräsentiert eine natürlich 
auftretende  Interaktion zwischen einem spezialisiertem Pflanzenfresser und seiner 
Futterpflanze. 
Die chemische Charakterisierung der epikutikulären Wachse (EWs) auf der Blattoberfläche 
wurde mittels Massenspektrometrie (GC-MS und MALDI-MS) und 
Schwingungsspektroskopie (FT-IR-und Raman) durchgeführt. Die EWs stellen eine 
komplexe Mischung aus sehr langkettigen gesättigten (C23-C34) und ungesättigten Alkanen 
(C25, C27, C29), Fettsäuren (C16, C18), Alkoholen (C24-C33) und Wachsestern (C40-C54) dar. 
Gemeinsam bestimmen diese sehr lipophilen Wachsbestandteile die primäre Funktion der 
EW Schicht als Barriere zwischen Pflanze und Umwelt.  
Ein interessanter Aspekt aus ökologischer Sicht war die Frage, ob die EWs von P. 
trichocarpa ein chemisches Signal für die Erkennung durch spezialisiert Blattkäfer 
darstellen. Dieser Aspekt wurde mit Verhaltenstests und neuen, in-vivo Methoden zur 
selektiven Entfernung der EWs untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass EWs keine 
entscheidende Rolle als chemosensorische Signale spielen. Die Blattkäfer waren nicht nur in 
der Lage, ihre Futterpflanze auch nach der Entfernung des EWs zu erkennen, sondern 
bevorzugten sogar die entwachsten Blätter gegenüber der Kontrolle. 
Die Erhaltung der zweidimensionalen Anordnung der EWs ermöglichte es darüberhinaus die 
Verteilung der Verbindungen auf der Blattoberfläche und ihre Veränderungen im Verlauf 
von Fraßschädigung zu untersuchen  
Die Anwesenheit von IR-aktiven Verbindungen auf der Blattoberfläche, erlaubte die  
Anwendung von bildgebender FT-IR Spektroskopie, um Änderungen auf der Blattoberfläche 
nach Insektenfraß zu erkennen. Diese Änderungen der Oberflächenchemie wurden 6 Stunden 
nach dem Frasschaden in den beschädigten Regionen lokalisiert. Sie beinhalten eine 
Erhöhung der Absorptionsbandenfür unterschiedlichen EW-Komponenten (insbesondere-
CH,-OH, C-O) entsprechen und eine Verschiebung der Absorptionsfrequenzen. Die Bildung 
einer mehrschichtigen zusätzlichen EW Schicht an der Grenze zum Frasschaden wurde 
darüberhinaus mittels REM bestätigt und dessen chemische Abgrenzung mittels multivariater 
statischer Analyse bestätigt.  
Um eine bessere chemische Selektivität und räumliche Auflösung zu erreichen, wurden 
massenspektrometrische bildgebende Verfahren eingesetzt. Die MALDI-TOF-IMS und 
besonders die TOF-SIMS ermöglichten die lokale Verteilung der einzelnen 
Oberflächenverbindungen zu charakterisieren. SIMS-Bilder zeigen eine gemeinsame 
Lokalisierung detektierter Ionen aus der Blattoberfläche. Sie liefern eine visuelle Darstellung 
für das Vorhandensein von zwei Gruppen von Verteilungsmustern: Eines wurde den Ionen 
von Fettsäuren C20 - C24 und Wachsester C44 - C48 zugeordnet während das zweite 
Verteilungsmuster unter Fettsäuren C26 - C32 zu beobachten ist. Die Korrelation zwischen 
definierten Ionen dieser beiden Gruppen wurde durch die statistische Analyse bestätigt. 
Obwohl in den letzten zehn Jahren viele Studien zu einem besseren Verständnis der Prozesse 
bei der Wachsproduktion und dessen Export aus Pflanzenzellen beigetragen haben, bleiben 
noch wichtige Fragen offen. Um diese Fragen umfassend zu beantworten, wäre ein 
multidisziplinärer Ansatz erforderlich. In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wurden neue 
Erkenntnisse zu Prozessen auf der Blattoberfläche von P. trichocarpa gewonnen. Die 
gelieferten Erkenntnisse  hätten nicht mit anderen, traditionellen Techniken erreicht werden 
können und  besitzen somit das Potenzial unsere heutigen Kenntnisse in der Erforschung der 
Pflanzenoberfläche-Forschung zu bereichern. 
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